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Abstract
In the present study, we experimentally investigate detonation mechanisms in heterogeneous media using a model explosive in which the physical and chemical properties can be

easily varied. The model explosive is composed of a packed bed of solid inert beads with a
liquid explosive completely filling the voids between the beads. The liquid explosive consists
of NM chemically sensitized with diethylenetriamine (DETA), and glass beads ranging in
size from 66 p,m to 2.4 mm were primarily used. By changing the bead size and the concentration of DETA, the microscopic physical and chemical length-scales of the explosive can
be changed. Insight into the detonation propagation mechanisms was gained by observing
the effect of varying the microscopic length-scales on the macroscopic detonation properties
such as the critical diameter and the propagation velocity.

By changing the bead size in a mixture of NM with 15% DETA in glass beads, we
have found two very different types of critical diameter behavior for small and large beads.
For beads smaller than 1 mm in diameter (regime II), the critical diameter of the mixture
increases with increasing bead size. For beads larger than 1 mm (regime I), the trend is
reversed^ decreasing with increasing bead size. At a critical bead size of about 1 mm (regime
Ill), an abrupt transition occurs from one regime to the other. Velocity measurements in the
three regimes of propagation show a weak diameter-effect for regimes I and II and unstable
velocities in regime III. Hence we have found three distinct regimes of detonation propagation
that depend on the local physical and chemical length-scales of the heterogeneous explosive.
Additional experiments were performed where the chemical length-scale of the liquid
was varied by changing the concentration of DETA in the mixture. Reducing the amount
of DETA was found to cause a sharp increase in the critical diameter in regime I and a
slight decrease in the critical diameter in regime II, further emphasizing the difference in the
propagation mechanisms.
To interpret the observed regimes of detonation behavior, we propose two competing
propagation mechanisms within the explosive. In regime I, the global detonation front is
controlled by local detonation wavelets that propagate in the pores between the beads. Here,

the local diffraction and reinitiation of the wavelets is assumed to play an important role in
the macroscopic detonation properties. In regime II, the global detonation is controlled by a
sympathetic mechanism of shock initiation of isolated explosive pockets in the porous bead
bed.
A simple qualitative model was developed to further support the two proposed propagation mechanisms. The model is based on hot spot generation from both particles and
natural detonation-front instabilities. The competition between these two types of hot spots
is found to play a crucial role in the transition from one detonation propagation regime
to the other. Natural hot spots dominate the detonation propagation in the regime I while
particle-generated hot spots dominate the regime II. The model agrees qualitatively with the
experimental results, and hence provides a promising approach to modeling the two propagation regimes in the present packed-bead explosive. The model may also be well suited to
describing the behavior of granular explosives which also consist of a packed-sphere explosive
medium and are in fact known to exhibit similar dual-regime behavior. The present study
thus lends insight into two types of micro-mechanisms in heterogeneous condensed phase
explosives and provides a qualitative model capable describing the detonation properties
caused by multiple-regime behavior.

Resume
La presente etude porte sur les mecanismes de detonation en milieu heterogene. Un
modele d explosif pour lequel les proprietes physiques et chimiques sont facilement variables
est utilise. Ce modele d'explosif est compose d'un lit compacte de billes solides inertes dont
les interstices sont combles par Ie liquide explosif. Ce liquide est constitue de nitromethane

(NM) chimiquement sensibilise par du diethylenetriamine (DETA). Les billes principalement
utilisees sont en verre et ont des diametres qui varient entre 66 f^m et 2.4 mm. Les dimensions
caracteristiques physiques et chimiques de Pexplosif peuvent etre modifiees en faisant varier
la taille des billes et la concentration en DETA. Une comprehension accrue du mecanisme
de propagation de la detonation a ete possible par 1'observation de 1'efFet des dimensions
caracteristiques microscopiques sur les proprietes macroscopiques de detonation telles que Ie
diametre critique et la celerite de propagation.
En faisant varier la taille des billes de verre dans un melange de NM a 15% de DETA, nous
avons observe deux types tres differents de comportement du diametre critique selon que les
billes soient petites ou grosses. Lorsque les billes mesurent moins de 1 mm (regime II), Ie
diametre critique du melange s'elargit avec une augmentation de la taille des billes. Pour les
billes de plus de 1 mm (regime I), cette tendance est renversee; une diminution du diametre
critique accompagne une augmentation de la taille des billes. A la taille critique d'environ
1 mm (regime III), une transition abrupte s'efFectue d'un regime a 1'autre. Les mesures de
celerite dans les deux regimes de propagation montrent que la vitesse varie peu en fonction
du diametre de la charge dans les deux premiers regimes (I et II) et revele 1'instabilite des
vitesses autour de la taille de bille critique. Ainsi, il y a trois regimes distincts de propagation
de la detonation qui dependent des dimensions caracteristiques microscopiques de 1 explosif
heterogene.

Dans des essais supplementaires, la dimension caracteristique chimique du liquide a ete
modifiee en faisant varier la concentration en DETA du melange. II a ete observe qu'une
reduction de la concentration en DETA a pour effet d'augmenter de fagon marquee Ie
diametre critique en regime I et de Ie diminuer legerement en regime II, mettant Pemphase

sur la difference des mecanismes de propagation.
Nous proposons d'interpreter Ie comportement de la detonation dans les differents regimes
observes au moyen de deux mecanismes de propagation concourant dans 1'explosif. Dans un
regime, Ie front global de detonation est compose d'ondelettes locales de detonation qui se
propagent dans les interstices separant les billes. La diffraction locale et la re-ignition des ondelettes joue alors un role important pour les proprietes macroscopiques de detonation. Dans
Ie second regime, la detonation globale est controlee par un mecanisme d'explosions localisees
couplees par transmission des chocs a travers Ie materiau des billes. Un modele theorique
qualitatif a ete developpe pour soutenir les deux mecanismes de propagation proposes. Le
modele se base sur la generation de points chauds qui sont dus soit a des instabilites naturelles dans Ie front de detonation, soit a la presence de particules dans Ie melange explosif.
La competition qui oppose ces deux types de points chauds est reconnue jouer un role crucial
dans la transition entre les differents regimes de propagation de la detonation. Les points
chauds naturels dominent dans Ie regime I alors que leg points chauds generes par des particules dominent dans Ie regime II. Le modele corrobore avec les resultats experimentaux et,
ainsi, fournit une approche prometteuse pour la modelisation des deux regimes de propagation du present explosif. Le modele peut egalement servir a la description du comportement
des explosifs granulaires qui sont aussi composes d un medium explosif fait de graines compactees et sont reconnus pour avoir un comportement a deux regimes. Cette etude presente
done deux types de micro-mecanismes dans un explosif heterogene en phase condensee et
fournit un modele qualitatif capable de decrire les proprietes de detonation causees par ce
comportement a deux regimes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

High explosives are reactive substances in the condensed phase that can very rapidly release large amounts of energy when triggered by a sufficiently strong ignition source. They
can be divided into two main classes: mono-molecular and fuel-oxidizer mixtures. Mono-

molecular explosives usually consist of a single reactive compound such as TNT or RDX,
while fuel-oxidizer mixtures are composed of two or more separate ingredients that are combined together such that they can only react together when properly ignited. A common
such explosive is a mixture of ammonium nitrate prills (oxidant) with an emulsion of fuel-oil
and water (fuel).
With the exception of liquid explosives and single crystals, high explosives usually consist
of heterogeneous mixtures of solids and liquids. They come in a wide variety of forms
such as emulsion, granular, micro-crystals in a flexible binder material, slurry, eutectic, to
name but a few. Modern commercial explosives are usually heterogeneous since they are
more convenient and economical to manufacture. Homogeneous explosives are used more

frequently for military applications since they are typically more energetic and sensitive.
Condensed explosives have a higher energy density than gaseous explosives and can produce
much higher pressures typically on the order of 105 atmospheres as well as high temperatures
and rapid detonation velocities.
Condensed explosives have many practical applications in construction and mining. When
detonated, the high pressure gaseous products from the explosion can perform large-scale

mechanical work such as breaking rocks and loosening earth in mines or construction sites.
Also, the detonation pressures and temperatures in high explosives can be controlled more
precisely to perform welding, shaped charge applications, and material synthesis by powder
compaction.

1.1 Objectives and motivation
In order to efficiently and safely use high explosives, the explosion process must be properly
understood. The explosive can either burn slowly as a deflagration or rapidly as a supersonic reactive wave known as a detonation. A detonation can be described theoretically by
applying the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy to the wave process.

With an appropriate rate law to describe the chemical reaction process, the model provides
a means of describing dynamic detonation behavior such as initiation, velocity deficits, and
failure. Examples of numerical hydrodynamic codes that have been designed for such pur-

poses are Forest Fire [52] and DAGMAR [73], which differ mainly in the type of rate law
used. These codes can reproduce experimental detonation phenomena such as the distance
for a detonation to develop after being initiated by a shock (run-up distance) or the dependence of velocity on charge diameter. The two main difficulties in modeling detonations in
condensed explosives are the lack of: i) adequate equation-of-states (EOS) for the explosive
and products, and ii) reaction rate laws to properly describe the reaction process.
Universal EOS's and Arrhenius-type rate laws have been used fairly successfully in modeling homogeneous condensed explosives. In heterogeneous explosives however, the thermo-

dynamic and chemical behavior are much more difficult to describe. Homogeneous EOS s
can be modified to adequately describe heterogeneous media in certain cases, for example if
the concentration of heterogeneities is very small.
The reaction rate however can change drastically even with small amounts of heterogeneities. For example, the addition of less than 4% by mass of small hollow glass spheres
to nitromethane (N1VI) can make it nearly seven times more sensitive as observed by Presles
et al. [59]. Heterogeneities can also result in detonation behavior described as "non-ideal"

in which the detonation velocity can be significantly different from the value obtained from.
equilibrium calculations. Appropriate rate laws must therefore be developed to describe the
reaction process in heterogeneous explosives.

To develop a rate law for heterogeneous explosives, the detailed reaction mechanisms
must be understood. In the simple case of a homogeneous explosive, the reaction in the
detonation front can adequately be described as a global temperature-dependent process.
When heterogeneities are introduced however, local interactions such as shock reflection or
turbulent mixing can strongly influence the global reaction rate. For example, a small bubble
in a homogeneous explosive can generate a localized "hot spot" through shock interaction.
The reaction is then locally stimulated and can subsequently spread into the surrounding
explosive [5]. This can lead to an increase in the global reaction rate. It is therefore necessary
to understand the local phenomena at work in a heterogeneous explosive in order to develop
a reliable global reaction rate law.
Several heterogeneous explosive rate laws have been developed, but with a common
drawback; they all contain a large number empirical constants that must be adjusted to fit
experimental data (e.g., [73], [52], [41]). These rate laws lack universality and the constants
usually have to be readjusted for each type of explosive, often using ad hoc assumptions on
the reaction mechanism. Since numerous experiments have to be carried out to establish the
constants in these empirical rate laws, the lack of generality renders the current status of
heterogeneous explosive modeling highly unsatisfactory.
Since a heterogeneous reaction is strongly linked to the local phenomena around the heterogeneities, it is necessary to elucidate these microscopic mechanisms so that their effect on
the global detonation parameters such as sensitivity and velocity can be adequately modeled.
These local mechanisms such as hot spot generation and subsequent growth can ultimately
be used to formulate a more robust rate law that can lead to a more reliable description of the
characteristics of detonation initiation, propagation, and failure in heterogeneous explosives.

1.2 Present study
In the present study, an experimental approach is used to investigate the local mechanisms
of a detonation in a heterogeneous explosive. Detonation experiments are performed with
a simple "model heterogeneous explosive consisting of a liquid explosive in a close-packed
bed of solid spherical beads. This model explosive can be characterized by two main lengthscales: the bead size and the sensitivity of the liquid explosive. Both of these properties
can be conveniently varied as opposed to a commercial heterogeneous explosive where the
physical characteristics of the heterogeneities such as particle shape and void distribution
are difficult to control.
Since each local mechanism has a characteristic time-scale or length-scale, varying these
length-scales relative to one another can change the dominant mechanism. Insight can be
gained into the nature of these micro-mechanisms by observing the effect of changing the
local length-scales on the macroscopic detonation properties such as the critical diameter
and the propagation velocity. Hence rather than studying micro-mechanisms using a global
reaction rate law where the assumed mechanisms are contained in the formulation of the
law, a model explosive is used where the mechanisms can be controlled individually through
the microscopic length-scales. Once the micro-mechanisms have been infered by observing

the effect of changing the local length-scales on the macroscopic detonation properties, they
can be used to formulate an improved rate law.

The present experimental investigation proposes certain dominant micro-mechanisms in
heterogeneous condensed-phase detonations and improves the present understanding of the
reaction mechanisms. As a result, the macroscopic detonation parameters can be better

controlled and modelled.

Chapter 2
Basic considerations

2.1 Evolution of detonation theories
2.1.1 Planar detonations
The first detonation theory was developed at the turn of the century by Chapman and
Jouguet ([12], [38], [39]). The one-dimensional Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) theory considers the
detonation wave as a steady-state thermodynamic process obeying the laws of conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy. The C-J detonation is a supersonic process in which

reactants go to a final product state while releasing chemical energy. At the final downstream
equilibrium state, the velocity of the products is exactly equal to the local sound speed. With
this C-J or sonic condition, the detonation properties such as velocity can be determined
from. the conservation laws and an appropriate EOS to describe the products.
In a G-J detonation, the reaction rate is ignored and the process is also assumed to be onedimensional, thus a C-J detonation is planar. Since the reactants and products are assumed
to be in thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium, the main detonation properties such as
the velocity, pressure, and temperature, can be calculated by knowing only the thermochemical properties of all the reactants and products. C-J calculations can be performed for
condensed explosives using numerical codes such as CHEETAH [32] which uses a JCZ3 [42]
EOS.

The ZePdovich [78], Von Neumann [57], and Doring [16] (ZND) detonation wave model is
also one-dimensional, however it takes into account the finite reaction rate in the wave front.
The structure of the ZND detonation front consists of a leading shock followed by a reaction
zone where the shock-ignited reaction goes to completion at a finite rate. The reaction is
assumed to be complete when the sonic condition is reached at the end of the reaction zone.
The properties of the flow in the detonation front can be calculated with the ZND theory
by assuming a reaction rate law such as an Arrhenius rate in addition to the thermo- chemical
properties of the reactants and products. An appropriate EOS is also needed to describe
the state of the reactants as the reaction proceeds to completion. The ZND model thus
introduces a detonation front structure based on a shock ignition mechanism and a finite
reaction rate.

2.1.2 Curved-front detonations
In a weakly confined explosive charge of finite size, the detonation front is curved due to
expansion of the detonation products behind the leading shock. Expansion waves originating
from. the sides of the explosive propagate inwards to the central axis of propagation of the
detonation and cause the reaction to be incomplete at the sonic plane. This leads to partial
energy release in the chemical reaction and a subsequent decrease of all the detonation
properties such as velocity, pressure and temperature.

Expansion of the products behind a detonation was first treated by Jones [37] as diverging flow and later by Eyring et al. [28] who suggested curvature of the detonation front.
Wood and Kirkwood [76] later formulated front curvature as source terms in the conservation equations by considering the flow divergence of an axial streamtube. Despite the
approximation of a constant radius of curvature for the entire front, this theory was used
to model the effect of finite charge diameter on the detonation velocity, notably by Chan
[11] who assumed a conical divergence of the streamtube and Cowperthwaite et al. [13] who
generalized the streamtube shape.
The curvature theory of Wood and Kirkwood [76] was later generalized by Bdzil [2] who
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developed an expression for the shape of the entire detonation front. Using asymptotic arguments based on the assumption of a thin reaction zone compared to the radius of curvature,
he derived an ordinary differential equation for the streamline deflection angle that could be
extended to ofF-axis flow. This theory qualitatively describes the experimental dependence
of velocity on charge diameter as well as measurements of the shape of the curved detonation
front.

Stewart and Bdzil [66] later derived an explicit expression describing the evolution of a
curved detonation front. The resulting Dn — K relation describes the detonation propagation
(through the local detonation velocity Dn) at a-ny point of the front as a function of the local
radius of curvature (/c). Detonation calculations using the Dn — K relation are known as
Detonation Shock Dynamics (DSD) [3] and can be used to describe the three-dimensional,
unsteady behavior of a detonation front. The power of DSD lies in the Dn — K relation which
is intrinsic to the explosive. It can therefore be used to describe detonation propagation in
any geometry.

2.1.3 Non-ideal detonations
Condensed explosives have been classified into two different types: ideal and non-ideal. The
detonation properties such as velocity and pressure for an ideal explosives are typically close
to the Chapman- Jouguet values obtained from. equilibrium calculations. Ideal detonations
usually occur in explosive charges with a large diameter where the detonation front is nearly
planar and curvature effects are negligible. Non-ideal explosives on the other hand have
detonation properties that can deviate significantly from C-J values. Non-ideal behavior
typically occurs in finite-diameter charges where curvature effects are strong.
There are no generally accepted criteria to define a non-ideal explosive. Although a
non-ideal detonation propagates "significantly" slower than a C-J detonation, the range of
velocity deficits for non-ideal explosives varies between about 5% and 50%. For example,
granular explosives such as pressed TNT and Composition B have a maximum deficit of
about 10% [6] while ammonium perchlorate has a deficit of over 20% [60]. Larger deficits
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Figure 2.1: The diameter effect of several condensed explosives [6]

of up to 50% are exhibited by emulsions [46] and NM sensitized with microballoons [59] or
small concentrations of micron-size glass particles (6% by mass) [24].
This non-ideal behavior can be seen in Figure 2.1 which shows the dependence of detonation velocity (D) on the inverse charge radius (1/-R) (instead of the more common choice
of inverse charge diameter) for several types of ideal and non-ideal explosives. All the explosives were tested in unconfined charges except for NM which was confined in brass tubes,
and liquid TNT which was tested in glass tubes. As the charge radius decreases from infinite
radius (1/R =0), the velocity steadily decreases until it reaches the critical radius where the
detonation fails. For non-ideal explosives such as Composition B and PBX-9404, the velocity
can be seen to decrease significantly in a downward concave manner near the critical radius.
This non-ideal behavior is observed in almost all heterogeneous explosives.
For ideal explosives such as nitromethane (NM) and liquid TNT, the diameter eiFect is
different. The detonation velocity decreases in a linear manner as the charge radius decreases
and fails abruptly at the critical radius (Fig. 2.1). The velocity deficit at the critical radius

is typically less than 5%. Hence the velocity-diameter dependence is weak as the detonation
velocity remains close to its value at infinite diameter.
The main differences in the velocity-diameter behavior of ideal and non-ideal explosives
stern from their fundamentally different reaction mechanisms. Ideal explosives have an extremely temperature-sensitive reaction rate and are sometimes called "state-dependent." For

example, assuming a Arrhenius-type rate law [1] of the form:
RR == Ze~^
where RR is the reaction rate, Z is the collisional frequency, EA is the activation energy,
R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature, the reaction is typically slow
at low temperatures, but above a certain critical temperature (T > EA/R) becomes very
fast due to its exponential dependence. Because of the strong dependence of the rate on
temperature, a small decrease in temperature is sufficient to quench the reaction. When
an ideal explosive is detonated in a finite diameter charge, a slight temperature decreases
due to lateral expansion waves can quench the reaction and cause the detonation to fail. In
terms of detonation front curvature, an ideal detonation can only withstand a small amount
of curvature before failing. Thus stable ideal detonations are weakly curved and propagate
close to the C-J velocity (Dc j).
Non-ideal explosives however have a reaction rate that is mainly controlled by heterogeneities. The leading shock in the detonation front interacts with the heterogeneities and
produces hot spots. These hot spots can stimulate the reaction and sufficiently increase the
local reaction rate to sustain a detonation wave even though the global shock temperature
is too low for the reaction to be coupled to the shock front. Because the reaction rate is
less sensitive to global shock temperature, non-ideal explosives are sometimes called "stateindependent." When a non-ideal detonation becomes curved in a fmite-diameter charge,
the subsequent decrease in temperature due to lateral expansion waves does not quench the
reaction. Thus non-ideal detonations can more easily withstand curvature due to expansion
waves even though the global temperature is low. They can therefore propagate with signifleant front-curvature, which results in sonic conditions being reached before the reaction is
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of Khariton's failure mechanism.
complete. This leads to detonation velocities significantly lower than Dc j which is based on
a completed reaction.

2.2 Detonation failure
2.2.1 Failure theories
If the lateral expansion waves behind a detonation wave are sufficiently strong, the reaction
in the detonation front is quenched and the wave fails. In terras of curvature, as the diameter
of an explosive charge decreases, the radius of curvature decreases until a critical value where
the detonation fails. The process of failure in a detonation wave is generally described as
the competition between the rate of chemical energy release and the work done in lateral
expansion. The criterion for detonation failure depends on which mechanism dominates.
When the cooling rate is greater than the rate at which the chemical reaction releases energy,
then the detonation fails.
Detonation failure due to finite charge diameter was investigated qualitatively by Khariton (as discussed in [21]). His failure criterion is based on the relative time-scales of the chemical reaction and the propagation of lateral expansion waves in a finite dimension charge. He
proposed that detonation failure occurs when the time for the expansion waves to propagate
from the edge of the charge to the axis is less than the time for the reaction to reach completion. This failure mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.2. For a detonation propagating
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at velocity D, the reaction behind the front proceeds to completion in a time Ty. At the
same time, the detonation products behind the front are being cooled by expansion waves
propagating from the edge of the charge towards the central axis. These expansion waves
propagate at the local sound speed and are assumed to follow a linear trajectory towards the
center. If the waves reach the central axis before the end of the reaction zone, the detonation
wave fails. However if the reaction reaches completion before the expansion waves reach the
central axis, the detonation wave does not fail. This criterion can be written as:
dc

=

TrC

(2.1)

where dc is the failure diameter, Tr is the reaction time which corresponds to a reaction zone
thickness of A = UpTr where Up is the particle velocity, and c is the average sound speed
within the reaction zone.
Eyring et al. [28] also developed a failure theory directly based on the relative time-scales
of the reaction and the rate of cooling. This theory is based on the decrease of the detonation
velocity as the charge diameter decreases. As the detonation velocity decreases, the shock
temperature decreases and the reaction zone lengthens. When the reaction zone length just
exceeds the diameter of the charge, the detonation fails. To describe the detonation velocity
dependence on charge diameter, Eyring et al. assumed the form [28]:

^=1-^
^00 ^ ^

(2.2)

where D is the detonation velocity, Doo is the velocity at infinite charge diameter, a is the
reaction zone thickness, and d is the charge diameter. At a minimum velocity corresponding
to the inflection point in the velocity-diameter curve, the detonation is assumed to fail.
Figure 2.3 shows the decrease in the detonation velocity as the charge diameter decreases
according to Equation 2.2 assuming an Arrhenius rate law. The dependence of velocity on
charge diameter is shown for different values of r = EA/RT in the Arrhenius rate law where
EA is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature behind the
leading shock. This failure theory was used experiment ally by Chan [10] to describe the
failure diameter of a liquid explosive with air bubbles.
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Dremin and Trofimov [22] proposed a failure theory based on experimental observations
of "dark waves" or "failure waves" in nitromethane (NM). These failure waves were first
observed by Campbell et al. [7], and then in more detail by Dr^rnin himself [17] as well
as Persson [58]. Failure waves are described as local regions of failure originating at the
edge of the charge that can propagate inwards to the axis and quench the detonation wave.
Figure 2.4 shows a streak photograph of the self-luminosity of an oncoming detonation in
NM where d is the charge diameter. During the propagation of the detonation, we can see
occasional failure waves propagating from the edge of the charge towards the central axis.
When the charge was smaller than the critical diameter, the failure waves would completely
quench the detonation.
To describe this phenomenon, Dremin and Trofimov developed a failure theory based on
detonation reinitiation in the regions of local failure. After the reaction is locally quenched,
detonation can reinitiate in the shock-compressed explosive in this region after a certain
induction period. If the induction time for detonation reinitiation is longer than the time
for the failure wave to reach the axis, the global detonation fails. The Dremin and Trofimov
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failure theory was found to agree reasonably well with experimental results with certain

liquid explosives [27].
Failure was more recently investigated theoretically by Bdzil [2] who arrived at a critical
condition for detonation failure based on the velocity deficit curve. Theoretical analysis
of the curved structure of a detonation front showed that as the mean curvature of the
detonation front increases, the velocity decreases in a downward concave manner. As in the

theory of Eyring et al. [28], the point where the slope of the velocity curve is infinite was
chosen as the failure point (e.g. Fig. 2.3). At this point, the state dependence of the reaction
rate is balanced by the product of the sound speed squared and the flow divergence. When
state dependence is stronger, the det.onation can fail.

2.2.2 Empirical failure relations
The critical diameter dc is the minimum charge diameter that can sustain a detonation in the
totally unconfmed condition. This fundamental dynamic detonation parameter is directly
related to the reaction zone length and can be used as a characteristic chemical length-scale
of the explosive [47]. In gaseous detonations where the chemical length is characterized by
the cell size parameter A, an empirical relation for dc in a rigid tube with a sudden increase
in diameter:

dc

w

13A

(2.3)

has been suggested by Edwards et al. [23]. This relation has subsequently been found to
apply to many different gaseous explosive mixtures. For a gaseous explosive in a quasi-two-

dimensional array of cylindrical obstacles, detonation failure occurs at [54]:

d

w

4A

(2.4)

where d is the critical separation distance between the obstacles and A is again the cell size
of the gaseous mixture.

Such empirical relations have only been found in gaseous detonations where there exists a
convenient chemical length-scale A which can be readily measured. In condensed explosives,
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no conveniently measurable length-scale has been found, although many attempts have been
made to measure the reaction time. For example, the reaction time has been estimated
through induction time measurements in NM using smear-camera techniques in shock initiation experiments [5] [35]. The reaction time has also been estimated by Mallory [56] with
impedance mirror photographs of the detonation front. However, these techniques are of
limited accuracy due to the short reaction times (on the order of 1 ^s), and the difficulty in
performing visualization experiments in condensed explosives.

2.2.3 Effect of confinement and geometry
Confinement has long been known to influence the detonation properties of condensed explosives in tubes. The shock angle in the confining material at the interface between the
explosive and the confinement wall depends on the shock impedance mismatch between the
two media [64]. Consequently, different confining materials lead to different shock angles,
which causes different degrees of detonation front curvature. Confinements with a high shock
impedance such as steel or brass produce less detonation front curvature than low impedance
confinements such as plastic or glass.

Since the confmment influences the expansion of the detonation products behind the
wave, it changes the failure process in a finite dimension charge. Strong confining tube
materials such as metal can repress detonation failure [28] [8]. Consequently, the minimum
diameter of a metal tube that can sustain a detonation is smaller than the true critical diameter which applies only to the unconfmed case. For example in the present study, the critical
diameter of NM with about 3% DETA is 3.2 mm in a weak confinement of Tygon™, and decreases to less than 1 mm with a stronger glass confinement (cf. Section 4.1.1, Fig. 4.1). The
confined critical diameter therefore refers to the minimum diameter of a confined explosive
charge that can sustain a detonation.
For condensed-phase explosives, solid confinments cannot be considered infinitely rigid
since the explosive and the confining material have comparable impedances. Moreover in
liquid explosives, it is difficult to construct a completely unconfined charge. Hence confm-
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ment effects are difficult to eliminate in experimental measurements of the critical diameter,
and a confined critical diameter is usually considered instead. The confined critical diameter
contains confinment effects and is no longer a unique detonation parameter. However, the

failure process is fundamentally the same as in the unconfmed case, and the confined critical
diameter nevertheless characterizes the chemical length of the detonation wave.
Since detonation-front curvature also depends on the geometry of the boundaries, the
shape of the charge also affects the failure process. When a detonation propagates in a
charge with a sudden diameter increase, the strongest expansion waves originate at a sharp
corner, such as an orifice, or an "unconfined" weak wall. The propagation of a detonation in

NM around a sharp corner and the subsequent difFraction of the wave was studied by Dremin
et al. [17] who provided a phenomenological description of the ensuing failure process. A
more gradual divergence or smoothly curved channel produces weaker expansion waves that

are less likely to quench a detonation wave. Observations of the detonation wave shape for
NM detonations in smoothly-curved bends show that the difFraction is indeed weaker than
at a sharp corner [33].

2.3 Hot spots
Detonation fronts in condensed explosives are generally not smooth surfaces with a uniform
pressure and temperature distribution. Instead, the detonation contains small localized
regions scattered throughout the front where the local temperature is higher than its surroundings. These regions are usually smaller than 1 mm and are hotter that the average
temperature in the front. Consequently, they are commonly known as "hot spots." There

are basically two types of hot spots: artificial hot spots that are formed by heterogeneities in
the explosive, and natural hot spots which can form from front instability in a homogeneous
explosive.
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Figure 2.5: Streak photograph of hot spot-initiated burning in NM [5

2.3.1 Artificial hot spots
In heterogeneous condensed explosives, the shock front in a detonation wave interacts with
heterogeneities and forms hot spots. In the many types of explosive mixtures, there are many
different types of heterogeneities, such as a solid particle, small bubbles in a liquid, crystal
defects, micro-crystals in an inert binder, explosive grains, and micro-balloons. There are

consequently various different types of hot spot mechanisms such as friction between grains,
crystal fracture, and bubble collapse, but the majority originate from shock interaction.
Hot spot formation was shown experiment ally in pioneering studies by Campbell et al.
[5] who observed the influence of small gas bubbles on the shock initiation process in NM.
Upon passage of a shock wave, a bubble in NM would collapse, producing high temperatures
which could ignite the explosive. Figure 2.5 shows the luminous regions where burning has
been initiated by the bubble. The shock traveling from left to right compresses the NM and
the bubble, producing a hot spot. The NM subsequently burns laterally from the hot spot
and eventually develops into a detonation wave. The presence of the bubble was found to
facilitate detonation initiation by significantly shortening the run-up distance to detonation.
One of the first hot spot effects identified was the sensitization of a homogeneous explosive
such as a liquid when small foreign particles are added [4]. Sensitization has subsequently
been observed for many types of heterogeneities. Systematic studies by Kurbangalina [44]
showed that when solid particles from 1 ;um to 50 /zm are added to NIV[, the critical diameter decreases for concentrations of up to 10% by mass and increases for concentrations
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above 60%. Thus small concentrations of particles strongly sensitize the NM while larger
concentrations cancel the effect, resulting in a U-shaped dependence of the critical diameter
on particle concentration. Though not studied systematically, particle material was found
to have little effect on the sensitivity. The sensitization effect of particles on NM was also
studied by Engelke who used micron-size glass spheres [26]. As well as noting an increase
in sensitivity, Engelke also noted that the sensitization decreased with larger glass beads.
A sensitizing effect in NM was also noted with the addition of hollow glass microballoons
(GM^B) approximately 40 ^m in diameter. A significant increase in the sensitivity was observed with GMB's as the critical diameter decreased by nearly 85% with the addition of

4% by mass of GMB's [59].
This sensitizing effect was also visualized experiment ally by Kato et al. [77 who photographed the interaction between hot spot-initiated burning and failure waves. In this
study, burning generated by small aluminum spheres where seen to halt the propagation of
dark waves from the edge of the charge.
The criteria for hot spot formation have been discussed by Bowden [4]. He suggests that
a hot spot can grow if the rate of heat conduction out of the hot spot is less than the rate of
chemical heat generation within the hot spot. A simple thermal explosion model was used
as a heat generation mechanism [31] and heat transfer from the hot spot into the cooler
surroundings was assumed to occur across the hot spot surface. For example, Bowden used

this criterion to estimate that hot spots can grow if they have dimensions of typically 0.1 fim
to 10 /-^m, durations of 10-5 s to 10-3 s, and initial temperatures of at least 700 K. These
criteria have been difficult to verify experiment ally. However there is experimental evidence
that hot spots do not grow if they are smaller than a critical size. It was found that particles
less than 0.5 ^m appear to have no sensitizing effect on nitroglycerin [14] and that bubbles

smaller than 400 ^m did not initiate burning in NM [5].
More recent efforts to model hot spot formation use molecular dynamics to model the
initial stages of hot spot ignition [19]. Phonon interactions has also been suggested [71] to
describe hot spot formation at crystal defects.
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Figure 2.6: Streak photograph of hot spot generation in shocked NM [29]

2.3.2 Natural hot spots
Hot spots can even occur in a homogeneous explosive. They appear spontaneously due to

the inherent instability of the detonation front. With the exception of a few very sensitive
liquid explosives such as tetranitromethane (Dremin et al. as cited in [30]), the detonation
waves in most mixtures are inherently unstable, which leads to the formation of natural hot
spots in the detonation front.
By performing a stability analysis of the reaction zone behind a gaseous detonation front,

Erpenbeck (as cited in [30]) and Shchelkin [63] have shown that small perturbations such
as acoustic waves can grow into transverse shocks and shock structures known as triple-

points. The triple-points constitute the regions of highest temperature in the front, and
can be considered as natural hot spots since they appear spontaneously in the absence of
heterogeneities.

A striking example of the spontaneous generation of natural hot spots is shown by
Fauquignon et al. [29] in shock initiation experiments of NM. By generating a well-defined
arrangement of artificial hot spots in homogeneous NJVI, they observed the subsequent formation of first, second, and third generation natural hot spots before a full-fledged detonation
appeared. By transmitting a shock into NM through a plate with five holes, five hot spots
are generated in the N]V[ (region I) (Fig. 2.6). The burning induced by the hot spots begins
to spread laterally into the NM. After a certain distance, a second set of natural hot spots
(region II) appears spontaneously. This second generation of hot spots give way to third set
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of natural hot spots and finally to a detonation in region III.
Natural hot spots can easily be observed in gaseous explosives where they are distributed
throughout the detonation front in a regular pattern. The triple-point configuration of these
natural hot spots has been studied in detail as reviewed by Lee et al. [48]. These triple-points
are regularly distributed throughout the detonation front as illustrated in Figure 2.7.
The most widespread technique of observing these natural hot spots in gaseous detonations is by placing a soot-foil on the wall of the detonation tube 47]. The trajectories of the
hot spots leave a regular fish-scale pattern on soot-foils, and the pattern of hot spots in the
detonation front is known as the cellular structure of the detonation [68]. The characteristic
size of the cellular structure is the cell size denoted by A. Figure 2.8a shows the cellular
pattern traced by a gaseous detonation on a side-wall soot-foil.

In condensed explosives however, the observation of natural hot spots is more difficult due
to the destructive detonation pressures. Cellular patterns have nevertheless been observed,

mostly in NM diluted with acetone using open-shutter photography of the self-luminosity of
the detonation. Cellular patterns similar to those in gaseous detonations can be observed on
an open-camera photograph of a detonation propagating in a liquid explosive in a transparent
charge (Fig. 2.8b).
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Figure 2.8: Side-wall images of the cellular structure in (a) a gaseous detonations in 1.26H2 +

02+40%Ar+16%N2 from Strehlow et al. (as cited by Fickett and Davis [30]), and (b) NM
with 20% acetone by volume [58].

Figure 2.9: Head-on images of detonations in: (a) N]V[ with 20% acetone by volume [30] and
(b) a gaseous mixture of C2H2 + 302 at an initial pressure of 6.7 kPa (from Duff and Finger

as cited in [30]).

Images of the oncoming detonation front structure also show that the structure of NM
detonations is similar to that of gaseous detonations (Fig. 2.9). Figure 2.9a shows a photograph of the self-luminosity of an oncoming detonation front in a liquid explosive. Figure 2.9b
shows the structure of a gaseous detonation from a head-on imprint of a spherical detonation
on a soot-foil.

Furthermore, the natural hot spot spacing is closely linked to the chemical length-scale
of an explosive. In gaseous explosives, the reaction zone length has been found to be of the
same order as the cell size [47]. Experimental results in NM suggest that this is also the
case in condensed explosives. In NM, the spacing or "inhomogeneity dimension" has been
measured by Dremin et al. [17] and was found to increase as the fraction of diluent was
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increased. Hence the spacing increases as the explosive becomes less sensitive. Impedance

mirror experiments by Mallory [56] also show that the natural hot spot spacing is roughly
proportional to the reaction zone length.
At first sight, the cellular structure in liquids and in gases appear to be very similar.
However, the precise mechanisms for the cellular structure in gaseous and condensed explosives may differ [30]. Due to diagnostics difficulties, the cells in a liquid detonation have
not been confirmed to be triple-point configurations as in gaseous detonations. It has been
suggested that in condensed explosives, the cellular structure is linked to the confinement
and edge effects such as dark waves. The exact nature of the cellular structure in condensed
explosives has yet to be conclusively established. However, as in gaseous detonations, the
cellular structure seems to be an integral part of the detonation wave in. many condensed
explosives.

2.3.3 Rate laws
Modeling the detonation behavior of condensed explosives requires a rate law to describe
the reaction process behind the front. However, the presence of hot spots in the reaction
zone leads to a complex multi-dimensional chemical reaction process that can no longer be
described by a simple Arrhenius rate law. Consequently new rate laws have been developed
to incorporate the effects of hot spots.
Hot spot mechanisms in a detonation front are usually treated as two successive processes:
hot spot formation and hot spot-induced burning in the explosive. The hot spot-controlled
reaction can be complex if several different hot spot formation mechanisms and explosive
burning rates are considered. This leads to many different time-scales for hot spot formation
and burning within the global reaction process. Resulting rate law formulations contain
many terms to describe each different mechanism and consequently involve a large number
of empirical constants. One such example is the "multi-phase hot spot and burn" rate law

of Kirby and Leiper [41] which has the form:

^(1-AMP-?)^<W^ ^.5)
Th
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where the reaction rate RR is given in terms of the pressure p, characteristic times r and
constants a for the hot spot ( )/i, liquid phase ( );, and solid phase ( )s.
The simpler laws used for modeling heterogeneous explosives consist of modified versions
of the Arrhenius law and often include a higher order pressure dependence [51], [73]. More
sophisticated phenomenological rate laws such as the "Ignition and growth" model of Lee
and Tarver [45] include different hot spot formation and burning rates. Extensions of this
model such as the rate law of Tang et al. [69] include more different time-scales in the
reaction process by incorporating the mechanisms of hot spot formation, initial chemical
decomposition, local heating of the surrounding explosive, and local burning. "Multi-phase"
models [41] include different burn rates for the liquid and solid phase (Eq. 2.5), and the model
of Dremin and Klimenko [19] features hot spot growth modeled with molecular dynamics.
Rate laws for granular explosives include various additional time-scales since they contain
grains of different size and composition [9].
Most of the hot spot properties included in these rate laws cannot be measured by independent experiments. To use these rate laws to model explosive behavior, the hot spot
properties must be determined by making assumptions and by treating them using adjustable
constants. To model a given explosive, a suitable rate law must be chosen as well as a hydrodynamic code in which to incorporate it. Next it is necessary to obtain experimental data
on the explosive such as Lagrangian gauge measurements of particle velocity, the critical
diameter, the detonation velocity dependence on charge diameter, or the run-up distance
to detonation. The constants in the rate law are then adjusted until results from. the hydrodynamic code fit the experimental data. This procedure is sometimes called "rate law
calibration" or parametrization. This method of modeling heterogeneous detonation behavior is useful in many engineering applications. However, the typically large number of
constants in rate law formulations render the calibration procedure somewhat arbitrary. For
this reason, it is useful to perform, investigations of the individual hot spot phenomena to
include more rigorous physical mechanisms in the rate laws.
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Chapter 3
Experimental details
3.1 The NM-bead system
3.1.1 Mixture composition
The heterogeneous explosive used in the present study is composed of a densely packed bed
of solid inert particles with the voids between the particles completely filled with a liquid
explosive. The liquid explosive is 96% pure, commercial grade nitromethane (NM) that is
chemically sensitized with diethylenetriamine (DETA). In most of the tests, we use a DETA
concentration between 5% and 15%, which renders the NM "cap-sensitive," i.e., detonable
with a blasting cap. The inert particles are primarily spherical glass beads with an average
diameter ranging from 66 p,m to 2.4 mm.

Glass beads are used because of the wide range of sizes commercially available. They are
received pre-sifted within the range of sizes shown in Table 3.1. In this study, the beads are
referred to by their average size. The distribution of sizes for 1.02 mm beads was measured
by sifting with finer sieves (Fig. 3.1). Three sizes of steel beads (0.25 mm, 1 mm, and 1.5 mm)
are also used in certain experiments as well as two sizes of alumina (A^Os) beads (1 mm
and 3 mm). The material properties of the three bead materials are given in Appendix C.
The void fraction of a close-packed bed of monodisperse spheres is independent of bead
size. Consequently, the volume fraction of liquid in the bead bed was constant throughout the
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Range of sizes

Average size

(mm)

(mm)

0.044-0.088

0.066

0.088-0.150

^.iw

0.25-0.42

0.34

^.42-0.^
0.59-0.86

0.51
~07n

-0.85-1.0T

0.93

0:85-1.18

1.02

TT

1.0-1.4

17

T4-2.0^

^T

2.0-2.8

Table 3.1: Distribution of sizes and average size for glass beads.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of sizes for beads with an average size of 1.02 mm.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the explosive charge for the NM-bead mixtures.
experiments. The theoretical minimum void fraction for a bed of single-size spheres is 25.95%
[36]. The measured void fraction of the bead beds used in this study is found to be larger,
varying between 38% and 40%. This may be caused by the non-monodisperse distribution
of bead sizes in a mixture (Fig. 3.1) or the difficulty in achieving the maximum packing
density. Nevertheless, measurements showed that the void fraction remained constant for

diiFerent bead sizes throughout the tests. A glass bead bed with 40% NM with 15% DETA
by volume thus corresponds to 23% liquid and 77% glass by mass.

3.1.2 Explosive charge
The heterogeneous explosive mixture is contained in paper tubes of different diameter with
a wall thickness of approximately 1 ram. (Fig. 3.2). The paper tubes were soaked in paraffin
wax to render them impermeable to NM. Due to the weak confinement provided by the
paper-tube walls, the detonation in the explosive is effectively "unconfined" as it propagates
along the length of the charge. In the present study, the charge diameter ranges from 10 mm
to 100 mm. The tubes length varies from 10 cm to 70 cm, depending on the diameter.
For critical diameter measurements, the charge length used is at least five times the charge
diameter. When detonation velocity is measured, the charge length used is at least seven
times the diameter.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the plane-wave generator arrangement used for initiating the charge.
In preparing the explosive charge, the paper tube is first filled with glass beads, then
the sensitized NM is slowly poured into the beads ensuring that no air bubbles are trapped
within the mixture.
The detonation of the explosive charge is initiated at one end using one of three methods:
a number eight electric detonator fitted with a booster charge, a number eight electric detonator immersed in a pure liquid explosive section directly above the NM-bead mixture, or a
simple plane-wave generator. In the first method, a detonator fitted with an 8.5 g Detaprime
booster charge is inserted into the NM-bead mixture as shown in Figure 3.2. For the second
method, the liquid explosive level is filled to two or three tube diameters above the level of
the beads and the detonator is placed just below the surface of the liquid. For the third
method, a simple plane generator is place on the surface of the NM-bead mixture.
The plane wave generator is constructed with a paper cone filled with NM with 15% DETA
in 0.119 mm beads. The cone is placed in the tube, on the surface of the NM-bead mixture
to be tested. The tube is then filled with liquid explosive until the cone is completely submersed (Fig. 3.3). The mixture of liquid explosive and beads inside the cone is the slow
explosive and the pure liquid surrounding the cone is the "fast" explosive. The cone angle
(0) is calculated to be 94 degrees to match the known difference in velocity between the two
explosives.

The three initiation methods are found to give the same results in critical diameter
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measurements. The use of plane-wave generators appears to reduce occasional velocity fluc-

tuations near the initiator which are caused by initiation transients.

3.1.3 Diagnostic measurements
The critical diameter is measured by observing whether a detonation fails or propagates the
whole length of the charge for a given diameter. For charges more than 2 mm above the
critical diameter, detonation always propagates the full length of the charge. For charges
less than 2 mm below the critical diameter, detonation always fails. When failure occurs, a
portion of the charge remains intact after the test.
The detonation velocity is measured with time-of arrival contact gauges placed at known
intervals along the side of the charge. A velocity probe assembly containing the contact
gauges is attached to the side of a charge (Fig. 3.2). Upon passage of the detonation wave
front, the contact gauges on the assembly are triggered successively, marking the time-ofarrival of the wave front. The detonation velocity is then calculated from. the time-of arrival
and the spacing between the gauges.
The velocity probe assembly consists of thin transformer wires placed at predetermined
intervals along a wooden support structure with a metallic foil strip of aluminum or brass
placed on the wires (Fig. 3.4a). A close-up of the probe construction is shown in (Fig. 3.4b).
Being varnish-coated, the probe wires are initially insulated from the metal foil strip. When
the detonation wave pressure acts against the strip, contact is made between the two, triggering an electrical pulse that is recorded on a digital oscilloscope. Typical probe signals
are shown in Figure 3.5. The signals from these probes are recorded on an oscilloscope and
subsequently analyzed.
An averaged detonation velocity is determined from the time-of-arrival signals of contact
gauges along the side of the charge. Since the position of the gauges is known precisely, we
can calculate the average velocity from the slope of the linear fit to the detonation position
(.z-) versus time (t), i.e., an x — t plot as shown in Figure 3.6. In this case, the averaged
velocity calculated from. the slope is 3.99 km/s with an error of 1%. For all the tests, the
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagrams of (a) the entire velocity probe assembly, and (b) probe
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Figure 3.5: Velocity probe signals.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of the position of the detonation wave with respect to time for a test where
the charge diameter is 51 mm and the explosive mixture consists of NM with 15% DETA in a
bed of 0.51 mm glass beads. The charge length is over ten charge diameters at approximately
70 cm and is initiated by an 8.5 g booster charge.
error in the linear fit of the slope was generally less than 5%.

3.2 Critical diameter of the liquid explosive
Measurements of the critical diameter are performed for the liquid explosive of NM sensitized
with DETA. The critical diameter of the liquid explosive is measured with the apparatus
shown in Figure 3.7, and the concentration of DETA is varied between 3% and 5% by mass.
The apparatus in Figure 3.7 consists of a large plastic syringe about 20 mm in diameter
fitted to a test section. The test section is either a glass capillary tube or a clear, flexible
Tygon™ tube to vary the confinement. The tubes are over 20 diameters in length, allowing
ample time for the detonation to stabilize. The test section and syringe are filled with the
same liquid explosive and the explosion is initiated by a detonator placed in the syringe.
Detonation propagation or failure is observed at a given test section diameter depending of
the sensitivity of the liquid explosive. A copper witness plate fixed to the test section is used
to determine the point of failure along the section.
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Figure 3.7: Apparatus for measuring the critical diameter of NM[ with different amounts of
DETA sensitization.
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Figure 3.8: Apparatus used for one-dimensional explosive experiments.

3.3 One-dimensional heterogeneous explosive
Experiments were also performed with a one-dimensional arrangement of solid inert material
and liquid explosive (Fig. 3.8). The explosive containers are rectangular channels 280 mm
in length and 15 mm in width and height, constructed with 1 mm-thick cardboard soaked in
paraffin. The charge consists of three sections filled with liquid explosive: a donor section, a
slab assembly, and an acceptor section. The liquid explosive is NM with 15% DETA.
The detonation is initiated in the donor section by a number eight detonator. The length
of the donor section is over seven times the charge width in order to minimize initiation
transients. The slab assembly consists of one or more parallel slabs of inert material separated
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by a layer of liquid explosive. Pyrex glass or cold-rolled C 1010 steel plates of varying thickness
are used for the inert solid slabs. The acceptor section is identical to the donor section and
follows the slab assembly.
We measure the critical slab thickness for detonation reinitiation in the acceptor section for a single slab. This is done by gradually increasing the thickness of the slab until
detonation no longer occurrs in the acceptor.
To test a one-dimensional model of a heterogeneous explosive, experiments are also per-

formed with approximately 40 slabs in a continuous arrangement of alternating layers of glass
and liquid explosive. In the 40-slab arrangement, 1 mm-thick slabs were used with 0.66 mm
gaps filled with liquid explosive between each slab. With these slab and gap dimensions, the
volume fraction of explosive in the slab assembly is 40%, which is identical to that of the
NM-bead mixtures in the packed-bed arrangement.
Velocity measurements are performed in all tests using time-of- arrival contact gauges
placed against the channel wall. These gauges provide detonation velocity measurements as
well as confirmation as to whether the detonation reinitiates or not in the acceptor section.
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Chapter 4
Results and discussion

Two global detonation properties which depend on the global reaction were studied in this
work: the detonation velocity in a finite-diameter charge and the critical diameter. In
the present NM-bead explosive, the bead size, bead material, and concentration of DETA
provide means of changing the physical and chemical length-scales in the mixture. The
effect of varying these microscopic length-scales on the global detonation properties provides
insight into the hot spot mechanisms that control the global reaction rate. Experimental
tests were mostly conducted on mixtures of NM with 15% DETA in glass beads from 66 /um
to 2.4 mm.

4.1 Characterization of microscopic mechanisms
Detonation propagation in the present heterogeneous explosive involves many microscopic
mechanisms within the front due to interactions between the detonation and the beads. For
example, there are relaxation processes such as heating and acceleration of the beads by the
detonation. There are also wave interactions such detonation difFraction around the beads
or shock transmission through them. To describe these mechanisms and their influence on
the global detonation properties (i.e., critical diameter and velocity), it is convenient to first
define the length and time-scales that characterize each phenomenon.
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4.1.1 Length-scales
Porous medium
The physical length-scales are greatly simplified in a porous medium formed by close-packed
spherical beads of uniform size. Since the volume void fraction is constant and independent of
bead size, the characteristic lengths are all self-similar. Consequently the average size of the
pores between the beads is proportional to the bead size. The pore size dp can be estimated
by calculating the size of the hole in a cubic or triangular body-centered arrangement of

beads (Appendix A) and is found to be:
dp = 0.3(f)
where <f> is the bead size. Thus the bead size (f> is the single length-scale characterizing a
porous medium formed by a packed-bed of uniform-size beads.

Attenuation
We define the critical slab thickness (s*) as the maximum thickness of inert material through
which a detonation can propagate. By using a single liquid explosive and solid inert slabs of
different materials and thickness, we characterized the shock attenuation through the slab.
Experiments were performed with a slab of inert material separating the donor and acceptor

sections filled with NM + 15% DETA (Fig. 3.8). With slabs less than the critical thickness,
a detonation in the donor section can initiate a detonation in the acceptor section. If the slab
was thicker than the critical thickness, detonation would not be initiated in the acceptor.
This one-dimensional configuration is similar to a sensitivity gap test. However, instead of
using it to compare the sensitivities of different explosives, we use it mainly to compare the
shock transmission and attenuation properties of different solid slabs.
The critical slab thickness has been discussed by Lee et al. [49] in terms of the transmitted
shock pressure through the solid inert slab. A higher impedance mismatch between the liquid
explosive and the slab results in a lower transmitted pressure. Thus if there is a strong
mismatch, the critical slab thickness is reduced. For glass slabs, the critical slab thickness
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was found experimentally to be s* = 1.7 mm. For steel slabs, it was found to be much less
at only s* = 0.4 ram. In this work, <s* is be used as the length-scale to characterize the

attenuation of detonation shock pressure through an inert layer.

Chemical
In general the basic chemical length-scale that defiues an explosive is the reaction zone length.
The unconfmed critical diameter in a cylindrical charge can also be used as a fundamental
chemical length-scale (cf. Section 2.2.2). In condensed explosives however, the effects of tube
confinement are experiment ally difficult to eliminate, and the confined critical diameter can
be used as a chemical length-scale instead (cf. Section 2.2.3).
In the present investigation, the critical diameter in a moderately-confmed glass tube (d^)
is used as a more convenient chemical length-scale. This critical diameter is measured for
the liquid explosive component of the NIVI-bead mixture which consists of NM with different
degrees of DETA-sensitization. In addition to providing a chemical length-scale, d^ provides
insight into the confinement effects for detonations in the pores of a packed bed of glass
beads.

Tests are performed for NM with DETA concentrations between 3% and 15% in small
glass tubes to simulate the confinement effect of glass beads. The critical diameter measurements are performed the apparatus shown in Figure 3.7 with glass and Tygon tubes and
the results are shown in Figure 4.1. The critical diameter d* for glass tubes is 1 mm. at about
3.3% DETA, and continues to decrease between 5% and 15% DETA. Due to the difficulty
in obtaining capillary glass tubes smaller than 1 mm in diameter, it was not possible to
directly measure the critical diameter for DETA concentrations between 5% and 15% with
the present method. By comparison, tests in a weaker confinement consisting of Tygon
tubes show the decrease in critical diameter from. 3% to 15% DETA. Furthermore, card gap
tests show that the card gap increases to a maximum value at 15% DETA [72]. Since NM
is maximally sensitive at 15% DETA, the critical diameter in a tube (d^) is expected to
decrease to a minimum value at 15%.
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Table 4.1: Extrapolated critical diameters for DETA-sensitized NM in glass tubes.
To estimate d^ in a glass tube for NM with DETA concentrations below 5%, we extrapolate from d^ at 3.3% DETA. By assuming the same variation of the critical diameter for
glass and Tygon ™ tubes (Fig. 4.1), we extrapolate linearly to obtain d^ from 5% to 15%
DETA. These extrapolated values are shown in Table 4.1.

Summary of length-scales
In summary, the main characteristic length-scales for the present explosive mixtures are:
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<^> : bead size
5* : critical slab thickness
d^ : chemical length-scale of the liquid explosive

4.1.2 Time-scales
Mechanical
IVIechanical equilibration of a bead is characterized by its acceleration by the detonation
front. The bead acceleration time (race) is the time for a bead to be accelerated to the local
product particle velocity UGJ behind the detonation wave. To estimate the acceleration
time-scale, we consider a spherical bead with a mass m& given by:

mb = ^(f>3pb (4.1)
where (f) is the bead diameter, and pb bead density. We assume that the bead is subjected
to a force Fb given by:

Fb = ^PCJ (4.2)
The pressure PC] is obtained by equilibrium, calculations (Appendix B). The time Tacc to
accelerate the bead to the particle velocity at the C-J plane UGJ is given by Newton's law
as:

mbUcj
Tacc

^

-J,—

(4.3)

Assuming a polytropic EOS, the particle velocity at the C-J plane is given by [30]:
UCJ=DCJ—

7

(4.4)

where DCJ is the experimental C-J velocity (Appendix B) and 7 is the polytropic constant
evaluated at the C-J plane. Combining Equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, and assuming 7 w 3
for condensed explosives [30], we obtain the expression for the bead acceleration time in a
detonation front:

Tacc=^
Typical results are given in Table 4.2.
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Thermal
Thermal equilibration of a bead is based on its heating time T/i which can be estimated by
the heat diffusion time over a distance of the order of the bead diameter given by:
.2

TH
(Xb

=

I-

(4.6)

where a^ is the thermal diffusivity of the bead material (Appendix C). Typical results are
given in Table 4.2.

DifFraction
Under certain conditions, i.e., when the reaction zone thickness of a detonation front in the
liquid explosive component of the NM-bead mixture is small compared to the bead size,
the detonation can diffract around the beads. A characteristic diffr action TD time can be
estimated from the time for a detonation wave to propagate around a bead given by:

TD
= 2^7 (4-7)
'CJ
Typical results are given in Table 4.2.
Acoustic
The acoustic time-scale Tc is the time for a sound wave to propagate across a bead. It is

estimated using:
Tc =

i
c

where c is the sound speed in the material (Appendix C). Typical results are given in
Table 4.2.
Chemical reaction
A chemical reaction time Ty can be defined by the time for a chemical reaction to go to
completion in the detonation front and is given by:
Ty = RR
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Time-scale

Glass Beads (sec)
66 p.m.

Tr

2.4 mm

Steel Beads (sec)
0.25 mm

Alumina beads (sec)
1 mm I 3 mm

2xl0-11 *

7-c

1 x 10-8

4xl0-7

4xl0-8

TD

2 x 10-8

7 x 10-7-

7 x 10-8r

5 x 10-8

2x 10-6

6 x 10-7

^~acc

1,5 mm

6 x 10-6
ixKI-^ 1 x lO-2
Th
* Independent of the bead size and material.

I x 10-7

-3xl0-^

-4xlO-T-

Tx^o-^

8 x 10-7

4x 10-6

6x 10-7

^ x 10-fr

3 x 10-7

2x10-^

~9 x W-^

9 x 10-3

Table 4.2: Time-scales for the NM^-bead mixture.
where RR is the reaction rate (Appendix B). A typical value for pure NM is given in
Table 4.2. Since the addition of DETA to NM is known to reduce the reaction time [74], the
reaction times in the present NM-bead mixtures with addition of DETA are expected to be
shorter than that of pure N1VL

Summary of time-scales
Tacc '• bead acceleration time (mechanical relaxation)
Th : bead heating time (thermal relaxation)
TD '• detonation propagation time around a bead (difFraction time)
Tc : acoustic wave propagation time through a bead (pressure relaxation)
Tr '. reaction time of the liquid explosive
The time-scales for the NM-bead mixtures used in this work are summarized in Table 4.2.
We note in general that the chemical reaction time Tr is typically three orders of magnitude
smaller than all the other relaxation times. Thus we expect that the presence of beads
does not fundamentally influence the chemical reaction. However, beads can create local

high temperature regions (hot spots) that stimulate the local reaction rate. Also, since the
thermal relaxation time-scales are generally one to three orders of magnitude larger than
the others, thus it is unlikely that the beads reach thermal equilibrium with the detonation
products.
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4.2 Detonation velocity results
One of the most fundamental properties of an explosive is the detonation velocity which
depends on the net energy release within the wave. The energy release depends mainly on
the energy density which is an intrinsic property of the explosive. In a finite diameter charge,
front curvature can cause the sonic plane to occur before completion of the reaction, resulting
in incomplete energy release and therefore a lower detonation velocity. This incomplete
energy release effect can be observed from the dependence of velocity on the charge diameter,
which provides a measure of the degree of non-ideal behavior in an explosive. The detonation
velocity can also indicate the degree of stability of a detonation.

4.2.1 Velocity-diameter dependence
The detonation velocity is measured for the NM-bead mixture for different charge diameters.
The mixture consists of NM with 15% DETA in packed beds of beads ranging in size from
66 /^m to 2.4 mm. For each bead size, the velocity is measured from the critical failure
diameter to a maximum diameter of about 100 mm. The diameter-efFect for these mixtures
are shown in Figure 4.2. In these curves, the detonation velocity (D) is plotted against
the normalized inverse charge diameter (dc/d), where dc is the critical diameter and d is the
charge diameter. The plots include the appropriate error bars for the velocity and normalized
inverse charge diameter when the error is more than 4%. For 66 /^m beads (Fig. 4.2a), the
charge diameter is not normalized because the critical diameter was not measured accurately.
For mixtures with 2.4 mm. beads, a single velocity measurement was made at a diameter of
22 mm, hence the velocity-diameter dependence is not shown.

The velocity-diameter dependences for the NM-bead mixtures (Figs. 4.2) are observed
to decrease linearly from infinite diameter (del d = 0) to the critical diameter (del d = 1).
The velocity at the critical diameter is between 1% and 20% lower than the infmite-diameter
velocity.

For mixtures with 0.93 mm and 1.02 mm beads, the velocity does not depend linearly
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Figure 4.2: Velocity-diameter dependences for the NM-bead mixture with bead sizes of: (a)
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on the inverse diameter but instead is randomly scattered between 3 km/s and 5 km/s
(Fig. 4.3). The velocity in this region is observed to fluctuate in an apparently random
manner for different charge diameters and also at a single diameter. Despite this scatter,
the local detonation velocities measured along the charge for each test did not fluctuate
abnormally, and still permit a meaningful average to be defined. The large fluctuation in
velocity only manifested itself from one trial to the next. This unstable velocity behavior
appears restricted to the narrow range between 0.93 mm and 1.02 mm. For bead sizes
slightly smaller (Fig. 4.2d) and slightly larger (Fig. 4.2e), the unstable behavior disappears
completely. The poor test-to-test reproducibility is thus restricted to a narrow range of bead
sizes around 1 mm.

By extrapolating the linear velocity-diameter dependences (Figs. 4.2) to infinite diameter
and to the critical diameter, we can calculate the in&iite-diameter velocity (Doo) and the
critical failure velocity (Dcr)- These extrapolated values are shown in Table 4.3 for various
bead sizes. For bead sizes of 0.93 mm and 1.02 mm, the extrapolated velocities can not be
obtained because of a large scatter in the velocity data. For the largest bead size of 2.4 mm
beads, Doo is not obtained by extrapolation but estimated by assuming a weak dependence
on charge diameter and using the velocity measurement made in a 22 mm charge.
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Bead size

(mm)

6:6 xl0-2
~OJ4

0:51

D^

(km/s)
4.24 ±0.04
4.49 ±0.07

Dcr

(km/s)

T91 ±0:22

3.81 ±0.18

^.73

4.30 ±0.09
4.61^0.08^

3.85 ±0.21

Tl
T2

4.49 ±0.08

4743 ±0.10

~0^

T.7
-2.4

3.69 ±0,17

4.63 ±0.05 "4.23 ±0;U
-4.53* ±0;OT

Velocity deficit

(%)
8

~w
10

IF
1
9

estimated from a single measurement.

Table 4.3: Extrapolated velocities Doo and Dcr for NM with 15% DETA in glass beads.
Ideal behavior
Apart from the special case of mixtures with beads close to 1 mm, the present NM-bead
explosive exhibits ideal behavior. The velocity-diameter dependences for mixtures of different bead size decrease almost linearly from infinite diameter to the critical failure diameter
as shown in the normalized velocity-diameter curves in Figure 4.4. Near the critical diameter, the detonation fails abruptly and the velocity-diameter curve does not have the
downward-concave shape that is typical of non-ideal explosives (Fig. 2.1). Thus in spite of
the heterogeneous nature of the present explosive, its velocity-diameter dependence is similar
to that of an ideal homogeneous explosive such as liquid TNT or pure NM.
Since hot spots are the main cause of non-ideal behavior, a possible explanation for the
ideal behavior of the present NM-bead mixture is that hot spot effects are weak due to the
large bead size. Engelke [26] showed that the sensitizing effect of small concentrations of
glass beads on pure NM depends strongly on bead size. He found that beads with an average
size of 3 ^um sensitize NM while beads larger than 35 ^m do not. Furthermore, Dempster [14]
found that solid particles smaller than 0.5 ^um do not sensitize nitroglycerin. These previous
results imply that there is a limited range of particle sizes that can sensitize a homogeneous
explosive. Since the sensitization effect is linked to the generation of hot spots, only a certain
range of bead sizes can produce hot spot effects.
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The generation hot spots by obstacles of various sizes has also been investigated in gaseous
explosives. Kamel [40] observed that the strength of detonation reinitiation behind a cylindrical obstacle depends on the ratio of the obstacle size (d) and the chemical length characterized by the cell size (A). When d/X is smaller than one, the obstacle has no effect on the
detonation. Similarly, when d /\ is larger than 30, detonation interactions with the obstacle
are also negligible. Thus strong local interactions such as failure and reinitiation only occur
when the obstacle size is comparable to the cell size.
In the present NM-bead explosive, the physical and chemical length-scales can be compared. For the range of bead sizes between 66 /^m and 2.4 mm, the ratio of the bead size

((f)) to the chemical length (d^) falls in the range:
0.11 < — <4
d* ~

(4.8)

However, Engelke's [26] bead size limit above which beads no longer sensitize NM gives:
-^ w 2 x 10-3

d*

(4.9)

It is therefore likely that the beads in the present NM-bead mixture are too large to produce
hot spots that can sensitize the liquid explosive since (j) d* is three to four orders of magnitude
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larger than the limiting value obtained from Engelke's results. Hence weak hot spot effects
may be the cause of the ideal velocity-diameter dependence in the present NM-bead explosive.

Non-ideal behavior
Despite the ideal characteristics of the velocity-diameter curves of the present NM-bead
mixtures, the critical failure velocities (Vcr) are relatively low (Table 4.3). The velocity
deficits near failure are between 1% and 19% which are comparable to the 20% deficit of
Composition B (Fig. 2.1), a granular explosive considered non-ideal [6]. The velocity deficits
in present mixture are also higher than those of ideal explosives which are typically less than
5%. Thus, based on the velocity deficits, the present N]V[-bead explosive exhibits non-ideal
behavior.

Dual behavior
Upon closer inspection, it appears that the velocity deficits for mixtures with smaller bead
sizes are greater than for mixtures with larger bead size. For mixtures with beads between
66 fJ,m and 0.73 mm, the velocity deficits range from 8% to 19% (Table 4.3). However, for
mixtures with larger beads (between 1.2 mm and 1.7 mm), the velocity deficits are 1% and
9% respectively. This difference is more apparent when qualitatively comparing the velocitydiameter curves in Figure 4.2. The curves for the large-bead mixtures in Figures 4.2e and
Figure 4.2f appear flatter and with a shallower slope than those for the small-bead mixtures in
Figures 4.2a-4.2d. It would appear that the velocity-diameter dependence of the explosive
mixture is weaker when the beads are larger than 1 mm. This suggests a dual-character
behavior where the ideal or non-ideal behavior of the diameter-efFect depends on the bead
size.

The unstable velocity behavior of mixtures with bead sizes close to 1 mm (Fig. 4.3)
further confirm, this, as the bead size around 1 mm may represent a critical size that delimits
the two types of detonation behavior. Hence an ideal detonation propagation raechamsin
may undergo a transition to a non-ideal mechanism at a critical bead size around 1 mm.
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4.2.2 Equilibration of the beads
For mixtures with beads between 66 fim. and 2.4 mm, the extrapolated value of the infimtediameter velocity is approximately 4.5 km/s (Table 4.3). However, the C-J velocity (Vcj)
based on equilibrium, calculations with the CHEETAH code [32] is significantly lower at
3.27 km/s for the NM-bead mixture. This can be due to the lack of a reliable equation-ofstate (EOS) for the NM-bead mixture, and the possibility that the glass beads do not reach
thermo dynamic equilibrium, at the sonic plane.

Equation-of-state inadequacy
Although C-J velocities calculated with the CHEETAH code are within 4% of the measured
values for N1VE with DETA alone, the presence of solid material in the mixture may result
in significant inaccuracies. The NM-bead mixtures contain about 77% glass material by
mass. The JCZ3 EOS [42] used by CHEETAH however was not designed to handle such a
large mass fraction of solid phase in the explosive. JVIoreover, the mixture is heterogeneous,
requiring an adequate mixing theory to treat the global thermodynamic behavior of the
explosive. The difference between the calculated values of Vcj (3.27 km/s) and measured
infinite-diameter velocities of about 4.5 km/s could be a result of the inadequacy of the

CHEETAH EOS as discussed in a recent study by Dionne [15].
Thermo dynamic equilibration processes
Another possible cause for the discrepancy between the calculated Vcj and the measured
velocities may be the relaxation processes in the detonation front. For the NM-bead explosive, the bead material is inert, but must undergo fracture, acceleration, melting and
vaporization, among other processes, to reach total equilibrium with the surrounding reaction products. The mechanical relaxation processes such as fracture and acceleration can
be characterize by the bead acceleration time Tacc- Thermal relaxation processes such as

melting and vaporization can be characterized by the bead heating time r/i.
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To assess the mechanical relaxation in the present NM-bead explosive, Tacc is compared
to the chemical time-scale in the detonation Tr. The relative time-scales for glass, steel, and
alumina beads are:

2.5 x 103 to 105 for glass
T-a££ = I 3 x 104 to 4 x 105 for steel
Tr I 3 x 104 to 105 for alumina

Thus the mechanical relaxation processes are several orders of magnitude slower than the
chemical reaction process. It is therefore unlikely that the beads equilibrate mechanically
with the detonation products at the end of the reaction zone. The thermal equilibration
processes (r/i) are also compared to the chemical time-scale (r^), giving:
5 x 105 to 5 x 108 for glass
3 x 105 to 107 for steel
5 x 10 to 5 x 108 for alumina
As with mechanical relaxation, the thermal relaxation processes are several orders of magnitude slower than the chemical reaction process. Hence it is probable that both thermal and
mechanical equilibration of the beads are not reached in the detonation front of a NM-bead
mixture.

Further evidence of incomplete equilibration is indicated when beads were recovered after
certain experiments with NM-bead mixtures. Tests were conducted with mixtures of NM
and 15% DETA in 1.7 mm glass beads with a piece of styrofoam placed next to the charge.
After the explosion, beads were found still intact, embedded in the styrofoam. In other
tests with 1.5 mm steel beads, a smooth metallic plate left near the charge was peppered
with small marks on the face that was exposed to the explosion. It may be that they were
created by the steel beads in the explosive that were projected at high velocity onto the plate,
thus leaving a spray of tiny indentations. It appears that in these cases, the beads do not
equilibrate by melting and disintegrating and are subsequently scattered by the detonation
products.

The calculated C-J velocity of 3.27 km/s is lower than the measured infinite-diameter
velocities for explosive mixtures with glass beads (4.5 km/s), steel beads (4.8 km/s), and
ceramic alumina beads (5.0 km/s). For a C-J detonation, the products at the sonic plane
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must be in chemical, thermal, and mechanical equilibrium.. If the inert beads do not reach
equilibrium at the sonic plane, the detonation energy is higher since energy is not lost to
heating and/or accelerating the beads. This leads to higher detonation properties such as
velocity and pressure, as observed in the present experiments. It is also possible that the
bead melting process plays a role in the equilibration, since the melting points for glass is
735 K, which is lower than that of steel which is 1515 K, which in turn is lower than that of

alumina which is 2015 K (Appendix C).

4.3 Critical diameter results
In heterogeneous explosives, the reaction rate depends strongly on hot spot mechanisms,
which in turn depend on the local length-scales of the liquid explosive. Consequently, the
size and spacing of the heterogeneities as well as the chemical length of the explosive between
the heterogeneities play an important role in the failure phenomenon. Establishing a link
between these properties and the critical diameter can provide insight into the global reaction
processes in the present heterogeneous NM-bead explosive mixture.

4.3.1 Critical diameter dependence on bead size
In the present study, the critical diameter was measured primarily for mixtures of NM with
15% DETA in beds of glass beads. The dependence of the unconfined critical diameter on
bead size was measured over a range sizes between 66 /^m and 2.4 mm.

Regimes of critical diameter behavior
The critical diameter dependence on bead size shows three distinct regimes of behavior over
the range of sizes from 66 /un to 2.4 mm as shown in Figure 4.5. In regime I, where the bead
size decreases from 2.4 mm and 1.2 mm, the critical diameter is found to increase steadily
from 13 mm to approximately 39 mm. In regime II, where the bead size decreases from
1.02 mm to 66 /um, the critical diameter is found to have the opposite behavior, decreasing
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Figure 4.5: The unconfined critical diameter of NM with 15% DETA in densely packed beds
of glass beads.
steadily from 69 mm to 15 mm. In a narrow range of bead size around 1.1 mm, an abrupt
transition from. regime I to regime II occurs (regime III) . The critical diameter in regime III
is observed to jump suddenly from 39 mm to 69 mm. We define a critical bead size <^>* where
transition in regime III occurs. For the mixture of NM with 15% DETA in glass beads, <f)*
has a value of about 1.1 mm.

Sensitizing effect of beads
The critical diameter for the NM-bead mixture is found to lie between 10 mm to 70 mm in the
range of bead sizes between 66 ^m and 2.4 mm. These values are significantly larger than the
critical diameter of the liquid explosive component alone which is less than 1 mm (Fig. 4.1).
The beads may therefore have a diluting effect on the liquid explosive, increasing the critical
diameter by about one order of magnitude. In the present mixture of N]V[ with 15% DETA
in packed beds of glass beads, the glass constitutes 77% of the explosive by mass. Hence the
large mass fraction of glass material may act as an inert diluent, significantly reducing the
energy density of the liquid explosive.
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We investigated the dilution effect in NM with 15% DETA by adding a homogeneous
liquid diluent instead of glass beads. By diluting the liquid explosive with methanol to the
same volume (60%) and mass (77%) fractions as the beads, the detonation was observed to
fail even in 100 mm charges. Hence the critical diameter appears to be much larger with
methanol dilution than with glass bead dilution. We can conclude that the glass beads in
the NM-bead mixture do not have a purely dilutive effect, but also increase the sensitivity of
the mixture as compared to a homogeneously diluted explosive. Although previous velocity
measurements suggest that hot spot effects may be weak due to the large size of the present
beads, it appears that the glass beads generate sufficiently strong hot spots to sensitize the
explosive mixture, leading to a reduction of the critical diameter to below 100 mm.

4.3.2 Regime I
Detonation wavelets
In the larger range of bead sizes between 2.4 mm and 1.2 mm, the critical diameter increases
as the bead size decreases (Fig. 4.5). This behavior can be explained by considering the
detonation front to be composed of local detonation wavelets propagating in the liquid
explosive filling the pores of the packed bed of beads. The global critical diameter of the NMbead mixture therefore depends strongly on the propagation mechanisms of these wavelets
in this regime.
When a large number of spherical glass beads are tightly packed, they form a porous
medium containing a tortuous matrix of inter-connected pores. In the present explosive,
these pores are filled with a liquid explosive consisting of NIV[ with 15% DETA and the glass
beads constitute the confinement of the pores. Since the porous medium is characterized by
the bead size, the pore size and distance separating the pores increase or decrease with the
bead size.

When a local detonation wavelet propagates in the liquid explosive between the beads,
it must negotiate the many geometric irregularities of the pores. The detonation wavelet
must propagate along a winding path through various features of the pores such as diverging
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of (1) the trajectory of the detonation wavelet through a bead-bed
and local features of the trajectory such as: (2) a converging section, (3) a diverging section,

and (4) a bend.

sections, converging sections, and bends. The local detonation wavelet propagation between
the beads is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Each time the detonation wavelet encounters a pore irregularity, it interacts with the bead
walls. There can ensue several types of local detonation phenomena such as diiFraction,
reflection, and shock collisions as illustrated in Figure 4.7. The detonation wavelet can
accelerate and become mildly overdriven in a converging section (Fig. 4.7a). In a diverging
section, the wavelet diffracts and becomes curved as it is subjected to expansion waves from
the wall (Fig. 4.7b). If the detonation fails locally due to expansion waves, reinitiation can
occur at the stagnation point when a shock wave reflects off a bead (Fig. 4.7c) or at the
Mach stem that forms when two difFracted shocks collide (Fig. 4.7d).
These local detonation phenomena can also be observed in Schlieren photographs of
gaseous detonations propagating through a field of solid obstacles. Figure 4.8 shows detonation propagation in a quasi-two-dimensional arrangement consisting of a narrow channel

enclosing rows of cylindrical obstacles. Three successive frames are shown from left to right,
and the time interval between each frame is 18.6 p,s. The direction of propagation is upwards,
and in the first frame, a detonation wavelet is labeled 1. On this frame, we see the shock
collision points downstream, of the obstacles at the intersections between the curved wavelets.
In the middle frame, we see the diffraction and the resulting curvature of the wavelets as
they exit the diverging section between the beads. In the last frame, we see the flat overdriven detonation wavelets entering the diverging section between two obstacles. The curved
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of local detonation wavelet interactions with the beads, namely: (a) acceleration into a converging section, (b) difFraction out of a diverging section, (c) reflection
from a bead, and (d) collisions between shocks in a pore.
reflected shocks can also be seen just downstream of the obstacles after the passage of the
detonation.

Using open-shutter photography, the cellular structure of a gaseous detonation can be
observed in an obstacle field. Since the cell size is directly related to the reaction zone length
of a detonation (cf. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.2), these photographs can show the effects of local
detonation interactions on the local chemical length-scale. For very sensitive mixtures, the
spacing between the obstacles is larger than the characteristic cell size. In Figure 4.9, we
see an open-shutter photograph of a quasi-one-dimensional detonation propagating through
a field of cylindrical obstacles. For this test, the ratio of obstacle spacing to cell size (d/\) is
9.1 and the bright lines are produced by the self-luminosity of the triple-points. We see that
the wavelets are only negligibly influenced by local diffraction effects due to the obstacles,
resulting in an almost uniform cellular structure throughout the field of obstacles. Hence
the local chemical length is not affected by wavelet interactions with the beads since local
curvature is probably weak.
As the explosive mixture sensitivity is reduced, the characteristic cell size of the mixture
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obstacle

Figure 4.8: Schlieren photographs of the propagation of a quasi-two-dimensional gaseous
detonation through a field of cylindrical obstacles [54]. The explosive mixture is C2H2+2.502
at an initial pressure of 5.33 kPa, and the diameter of the rigid obstacles is 25.4 mm

obstacle

cellular structure

Figure 4.9: Open-shutter photograph of a quasi-two-dimensional detonation propagating
without failure through a field of cylindrical obstacles [54]. The gaseous mixture is CzH^+Oz
at an initial pressure of 5.33 kPa, and the obstacles are 19.05 mm in diameter.
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Figure 4.10: Open-shutter photograph of a quasi-two-dimensional detonation beginning to
fail locally through a field of cylindrical obstacles [54]. The gaseous mixture is CsH^ + 0^ at
an initial pressure of 3.46 kPa, and the obstacles are 19.05 mm in diameter.
increases relative to the obstacle spacing. Local difFraction effects become stronger and the
detonation wavelets begin to locally fail and reinitiate between the obstacles as shown in
Figure 4.10. Here, the ratio of obstacle spacing to cell size (d/X) is 5.5, and we can see local
regions downstream of the obstacles lacking cellular structure since local detonation failure
occurs because of strong diffraction. The detonation reinitiation points can also be seen just
downstream of the obstacles where the difFracted shocks collide. The cellular structure at
these points is very fine, indicating an over-driven detonation. This failure and reinitiation
phenomenon has also been studied more extensively by Kamel [40] for gaseous detonation
interactions with a single obstacle.

Detonation limits for wavelets
A detonation can fail in a channel if the chemical length of the explosive is comparable to
the characteristic dimensions of the channel (cf. Section 2.2.2). For the present NM-bead
mixture, a criterion for the failure of a detonation wavelet inside a pore can be written:

^~
d*

rs^
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(4.10)

where dp is the average pore size and d^ is the glass-confmed critical diameter of the explosive
in a tube used as the chemical length. Since the bead size <^> is about three times the pore
size dp for a bead bed, Equation 4.10 can be written:

-f^ "'

w

3

(4J

For the present mixture of NM with 15% DETA in glass beads, the pore size decreases
with the bead size until a critical value where detonation wavelets in the pores must fail.
Using the critical bead size (f)* from the critical diameter dependence on bead size (Fig. 4.5)
and the chemical length d^ of the liquid explosive (Table 4.1), we obtain a criterion for
wavelet failure in the pores given by:

^ = 1.8 (4.12)
This is consistent with the failure criterion given in Equation 4.11. Thus for the present
explosive mixture of DETA-sensitized NM in a packed-bed of beads, detonation wavelets
fail in the pores when the bead size is less than 1.8 times the critical diameter of the liquid
explosive in a glass tube.
The failure of detonation wavelets has been observed by Makris [54] in gaseous detonations in an obstacle field as shown in Figure 4.11. In this test the gaseous mixture is less
sensitive than the mixtures in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, and the ratio of obstacle spacing to cell
size (d/\) is 2.2. The cellular structure is completely quenched by difFraction, indicating failure of all the detonation wavelets. For this experimental arrangement, the critical obstacle
spacing for failure of the detonation wavelets was found to be about four times the cell size
of the gaseous mixture (Eq. 2.4).
Global failure in regime I
Global detonation failure is caused by expansion waves originating at the edge of the charge
propagate inwards towards the axis of propagation, thus quenching the reaction in the detonation front. For the present NM-bead mixture, the expansion waves must propagate through
the heterogeneous, two-phase mixture of liquid explosive and beads. These expansion waves
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Figure 4.11: Open-shutter photograph of a quasi-two-dimensional detonation failing through
a field of cylindrical obstacles [54]. The gaseous mixture is C2H-2 + 02 at an initial pressure
of 1.60 kPa, and the obstacles are 19.05 mm in diameter.
reduce the global temperature and can lead to failure of the detonation wave. This is not the
case for gaseous detonations inside solid bead beds, where global failure is decoupled from
local detonation mechanisms. In the experiments by Maims et al. [55] on gaseous detonation
in a bed of ceramic beads, the global failure mechanism is found to be independent of the
charge diameter. Global failure was observed to depend only on local failure of the detonation wavelets. This is due to the large shock impedance mismatch between the gaseous
explosive and the solid beads which prevents expansion waves from the edge of the charge
from penetrating into the porous medium.. In the NM-bead mixture, the shock impedance of
the solid beads and the liquid explosive are comparable. Consequently, expansion waves can
penetrate into the charge. Hence, a global failure mechanism that depends on the charge
diameter can exist in the NM-bead mixture.
Since the global detonation front in regime I is composed of detonation wavelets, local
wavelet phenomena control the global reaction rate. For the present mixture of NM with 15%
DETA in glass beads, as the bead size decreases, (f)/d^ approaches the critical failure condition
of 1.8 and diffraction of the wavelets becomes stronger. The resulting local expansion waves
cause the wavelet front to become more curved, leading to a decrease of the local reaction
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rate. This can be observed in gaseous detonations experiments in an obstacle field as the ratio
of the obstacle spacing to the cell size approaches the critical failure value [54] (Fig. 4.10).
At regions downstream of the obstacles where difFraction effects are strong, the cell size is
observed to increase. The local chemical length-scale hence increases due to difEraction as
the bead size decreases in the NM-bead mixture. Thus, as the bead size decreases, local
diffraction decreases the local reaction rate of the wavelets, which in turn decreases the
global reaction rate. This results in an increase of the global critical diameter as the bead
size decreases.

In the limiting case of very large beads (^/^ ^> 1.8), the pores are large, and the
diffraction of the detonation wavelets is negligible (Fig. 4.9). Since the beads no longer
affect the local reaction rate of the liquid explosive in the pores, global failure depends only
on global expansion waves. In this limit, it is no longer meaningful to define a global critical
diameter for the heterogeneous mixture since the diameter of the charge is of the same order
as the diameter of the beads.

4.3.3 Regime II
Sympathetic mechanism
For the lower limit of bead size in regime I, detonation wavelets fail when beads are smaller
than (f)*. For the present mixture of NM^ with 15% DETA in glass beads, when (/)/d^ decreases
below 1.8, the local detonation wavelets fail and the global detonation must switch to another
mode of propagation. Thus failure of the detonation wavelets results in the failure of the
regime I detonation propagation mode and a switch-over to a new, regime II propagation
mode.

With local detonations through the inter-connected pores inhibited, the liquid explosive
is effectively isolated in individual pockets separated by solid inert material. As a result,
shock transmission through the glass beads becomes uecessary to ignite the liquid explosive
in the pockets between the beads. In the schematic of Figure 4.12 we show a schematic of the
detonation propagation in regime II. When a pocket of explosive is ignited, it generates local
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of a detonation supported by localized explosions.
shocks that propagate outward from the site of the exploded pocket into the inert material.
These local shocks coalesce into a global detonation front which advances and ignites the
pockets of explosive ahead of the front.
The shock generated by the explosion of a single explosive pocket transmits through
the inert material to neighboring pockets, which are then ignited in turn. The new local
explosions further ignite other pockets and result in a propagating reactive wave through the
heterogeneous explosive medium. This sympathetic process of chemical energy release can
support a global detonation wave in the absence of local detonation wavelets (regime I). This
type of detonation process has been described by Stewart and Asay [65], who proposed it as
a model for granular explosive detonation. The present NM-bead mixture which consists of
isolated pockets of liquid explosive in a bead bed resembles a granular explosive or microcrystals of explosive in an inert binder where the reactive material is also isolated into distinct
pockets. The model of a global sympathetic detonation front consisting of a zone of local
explosions may therefore be applicable to the present explosive.
For the local explosions to be coupled through shock transmission, the shock impedance of
the explosive and the inert material must be comparable. In this case, sufficient wave energy
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can be transmitted through the bead material to support the sympathetic mechanism. For
a gaseous explosive in a packed bed of solid beads, the shock impedance of the bead is a few
orders of magnitude higher than the impedance of the explosive, therefore the sympathetic
mechanism is not possible. In the present NM-bead explosive however, the densities and
sound speeds of the bead material and the NM are comparable. To estimate the possibility
of the sympathetic mechanism, we can compare the ratio (R) of the acoustic impedances of
the explosive and the inert material:

A=^

PsCs

where /?g and Ce are the density and sound speed of the liquid explosive respectively, and ps
and Cs are the density and sound speed in the inert solid beads. For the NM-bead mixture,
R is approximately 10~ . By contrast, in the case of a gaseous explosive in ceramic spheres,
R is about 10~~5. In the acoustic limit, the strength of a wave (Pu) transmitted from the

explosive into the bead material is given by [70]:

pu=w^ (4'13)
where P is the pressure and u is the particle velocity, and R is the ratio of the acoustic
impedances. Thus the transmitted wave in the bead material is four orders of magnitude
stronger in the NM-bead mixture than in the gaseous explosive in ceramic beads. This
supports the fact that detonation cannot propagate below a certain bead size for a gaseous
explosive in a solid bead bed [55] because of the absence of this sympathetic wave transmission mechanism. For the NM-bead mixture however, the sympathetic mechanism is possible
due to the comparable impedances of the liquid explosive and the beads.
For large separation distances between the explosive pockets, the transmitted shock
through the bead attenuates in the bead material. To a first approximation, the attenuation is proportional to the separation distance, and we expect that at a certain critical
separation distance, the sympathetic mechanism fails. We can characterize the shock attenuation by a length-scale s* and compare it to the bead size in the NM-bead mixture to
determine the possibility of the sympathetic mechanism, hence:

^
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can be used as a criterion for the critical separation between pockets. When (f> /s* <C 1,shock
attenuation is small and the explosive pockets in the NM-bead mixture can be initiated
by transmitted shocks. As <f)/s* increases, shock attenuation in the beads becomes more
severe and the coupling between the explosive pockets decreases. When (f)/s* > 1, the
shock attenuates below the value necessary to ignite the neighboring pockets. Thus the
pocket explosions cannot ignite one another and the sympathetic detonation mechanism
fails completely.
In the present mixture of NM with 15% DETA in glass beads, the bead size in regime II
is less than 1 mm. The value of s* is estimated from the critical slab thickness experiments
in a donor-acceptor arrangement and was found to be 1.7 mm for glass slabs separating

sections of NM with 15% DETA (cf. Section 4.1.1) Thus in the range of beads smaller than
1 mm:

4 < 0-6 (4.15)
The shock attenuation in the beads is small and the explosions of the liquid explosive in the
pockets can be strongly coupled for a sympathetic detonation. Hence we conclude that the
sympathetic detonation mechanism is possible in regime II.

One-dimensional model
In order to further investigate the shock transmission in the sympathetic detonation mechanism, experiments are performed in a one-dimensional experimental model of the present
NM-bead mixture (Fig. 3.8). In this simplified model of a heterogeneous explosive, detonation was observed to propagate in a channel of square cross-section 15 mm in width through

glass slabs 1 mm thick separated by layers of NM 0.67 mm thick with 15% DETA. The
thickness of the layers is chosen such that volume the fraction of glass in the explosive is
the same as in the packed-bed NM-bead system, i.e. 60%. We constructed a test section
containing the entire array of alternating layers of liquid explosive and glass and placed it
between a donor and acceptor section of liquid explosive. The section was approximately
50 mm long, containing between 40 and 60 glass slabs.
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In this one-dimensional version of the NM-bead explosive, the detonation was found to
propagate at an average velocity of about 4 km/s. Within experimental error, this velocity
is almost the same as in the NM-bead mixture (Table 4.3). As long as the fraction of liquid
explosive to inert material is maintained at 40/60 by volume, the detonation velocity is not
expected to change even if the slab thickness is increased. However for slab thicknesses above
the critical value of s* = 1.7 mm, the detonation should fail. For the 1 mm slabs used in
the present tests, it appears that a detonation can propagate via the mechanism of shock
transmission through inert material, thus confirming the postulated sympathetic mechanism
for regime II in the NM-bead mixtures.

Global failure in regime II
The critical diameter is found to decrease as the bead size decreases in regime II (Fig. 4.5).
This behavior is the opposite of regime I. If the reaction rate increases, the critical diameter
decreases since failure of a global detonation depends on the global reaction rate. The critical
diameter behavior in regime II implies an increase in the global reaction rate as the bead
size decreases.

As the bead size decreases, the number density of pockets filled with explosive within the
detonation front increases. Thus the number density of local explosions in the detonation
front increases. The larger number of local explosions activates the reaction in the front
resulting in an increase in the global reaction rate.
Decreasing the bead size also reduces the shock attenuation between the pocket explosions
since (f>/s* decreases. With less shock attenuation, the pockets are initiated by a stronger
transmitted shock. This results in higher temperature and pressure in the pockets resulting
in shorter induction time and faster burning rates. Thus as <fi/s* decreases, a stronger shock
coupling between the pockets can increase the overall reaction rate of the global detonation
wave.

Hence as the bead size decreases, the global reaction rate increases due to a higher number
density of local explosions in the front increases as well as a stronger coupling between the
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pockets. This increase in the global reaction rate causes the global front to be less curved
and thus the critical diameter decreases with decreasing bead size.

4.3.4 Regime HI
In regime III, the critical diameter dependence on bead size increases abruptly and subsequently changes behavior as the bead size decreases past a critical bead size (f)* (Fig. 4.5).
The existence of this transition point is confirmed by the wide scatter of the detonation velocity measurements near <f>* showing near-limit behavior (Fig. 4.3). The sudden transition
from. one mode of detonation propagation to another at (f)* occurs when the local physical
and chemical length-scales become comparable (Eq. 4.11).

Alternate transition mechanism
For the present NM-bead mixture, we have proposed that a transition between detonation
propagation regimes occurs when regime I fails due to excessive difFraction of the detonation
wavelets. The criterion for failure of regime I is when the characteristic length of the packedbead bed is comparable to the chemical leugth of the liquid explosive in the pores, i.e.
(/)/d^ w 3 (Eq. 4.11). For mixtures of NM with 15% DETA in glass beads, transition was
observed at <f) d* w 1.8 (Fig. 4.5). The detonation mechanism in regime I is thus restricted
to a range of bead sizes above a critical bead size ((/>*). Below this critical bead size, the
regime II propagation mode takes over.
However, it is possible that in the present N]V[-bead mixtures, regime II is also restricted
to a certain range of bead sizes. In the one-dimensional heterogeneous explosive (cf. Sec-

tion 4.1.1), detonation transmission through a solid inert slab is not possible above a critical
slab thickness s*. Therefore in the NM-bead mixtures, the sympathetic mechanism can fail
above a certain bead size due to excessive shock attenuation in the bead material. If there
is a critical value of (f)/s* where the sympathetic cletonation fails (Eq. 4.14), then for a given
mixture, there is a corresponding critical bead size (<f)^) estimated by:
~ s'
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Figure 4.13: Schematic of possible transition scenarios between regimes I and II: (a) a
forbidden region and (b) an abrupt transition where regime I dominates.
above which sympathetic detonations cannot propagate. Thus regime II is restricted to a
range of bead sizes less than (f)^.
This suggest an alternate situation for transition. If (f>^ is smaller than <^>* then the
sympathetic mechanism fails before local detonation through the pores is possible. In this
case, regimes I and II do not overlap and are separated by a forbidden region where no global
detonation is possible as shown in Figure 4.13a. When ^ is larger than or exactly equal to
^»*, regimes I and II can overlap, leading to an abrupt transition between the two as shown
in Figure 4.13b. In the case where the regimes overlap, the stronger regime dominates. Since
velocity measurements in regimes I and II indicate that the detonation propagates slightly
faster in regime I (Fig. 4.2), it is plausible that the propagation mechanism in the pores
dominates over the sympathetic mechanism.
In the present explosive, it seems that the local critical diameter of the pore at (/)* is
reached before the critical bead size above which pocket explosions cannot ignite one another
(^). Consequently as the bead size decreases, the detonation can switch directly from the
local detonation wavelet mechanism (regime I) to the sympathetic mechanism (regime II) .
For NM with 15% DETA in glass beads, we therefore postulate the transition scenario shown
in Figure 4.13b.
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4.3.5 Effect of liquid explosive sensitivity on critical diameter
To confirm, the propagation mechanisms described in the previous sections (regimes I and
II), we investigate the eSect of changing the chemical length-scale of the liquid explosive in
the NM-bead mixture. The chemical length-scale of the liquid explosive component of the
explosive was increased by reducing the concentration of DETA from 15% to 10% and 5%.
Glass beads were once again used as heterogeneities.

Slightly reducing the sensitivity of the N1M was found to have a strong effect on the critical
diameter dependence on bead size. When the DETA concentration was decreased from 15%
to 10%, the critical diameter increased drastically for bead sizes above 1.1 ram as shown
in Figure 4.14. For mixtures with 2.4 mm beads, the critical diameter of the 15% DETA
and 10% DETA mixtures is within a few millimeters. At a bead size of 1.7 mm however,
the critical diameter nearly doubles for the 10% DETA mixture and further increases at a
bead size of 1.2 mm. Tests with 10% DETA were not performed for charge diameters above
60 mm. Consequently, the behavior in the transition regime (III) for 10% DETA mixtures
can be investigated more extensively.
For bead sizes below 1.1 mm, decreasing the DETA concentration in the mixtures from
15% to 10% affects the critical diameter differently than in regime I. The critical diameter
of the NM-bead mixture with 10% DETA is slightly smaller than the critical diameter of
the 15% DETA mixture (Fig. 4.14). Hence reducing the concentration of DETA from 15%
to 10% causes uniform decrease in the critical diameter for bead sizes below 1.1 mm.
Further reducing the concentration of DETA to 5% and 0% accentuates the effects on
the critical diameter observed with mixtures with 10% DETA. For bead sizes above 1.1 mm,
reducing the DETA concentration to 5% in the NM-bead mixtures increased the critical
diameter to the point that failure was observed even in a 54 mm diameter charge with
2.4 mm beads as shown in Figure 4.15. Hence for mixtures with 5% DETA, the critical
diameter at bead sizes above 1.1 mm is much larger than the critical diameter for mixtures

with 15% and 10% DETA.
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Figure 4.14: The unconfiued critical diameter of NM with 10% DETA in densely packed
beds of glass beads.
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Figure 4.15: The unconfmed critical diameter of NM with 5% and 0% DETA in densely
packed beds of glass beads.
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For bead sizes below 1.1 mm, decreasing the DETA concentration in the mixtures to 5%
to 0% further decreased the critical diameter (Fig. 4.15). At a bead size of 0.73 mm, the
critical diameter for the 5% DETA mixture is found to be between 36 mm and 44 mm. For
the 0% DETA mixture, detonation is observed in a 36 mm charge. The critical diameter of
the 0%, 5%, and 10% DETA mixtures is clearly lower than for the 15% BETA mixtures.

Effect of NM sensitivity on regime I
In regime I, the sharp increase in the critical diameter of the NM-bead mixture with reduced
DETA concentration can be attributed to increased difFraction of the detonation wavelets.
Since the chemical length-scale d* of the liquid explosive component in the mixture increases for DETA concentrations below 15% (Table 4.1), (/)/d^ decreases causing stronger
local diffraction and curvature of the detonation wavelets. This results in an increase in
the global critical diameter. Hence as we approach the transition regime (regime III), the
critical diameter of mixtures with 10% and 5% DETA increase more rapidly than the critical diameter of the 15% DETA mixture due to stronger local difFraction of the detonation
wavelets.

At larger bead sizes, ^/d^ increases and difFraction less severe. Hence as (/)/d^ increases,
the curvature of the detonation wavelets becomes negligible, and the global critical diameter in two NM-bead mixture with 10% and 15% DETA approach their respective critical
diameters (d^) of the liquid explosive. Hence as the bead size increases, the critical diameter
of the NM-bead mixtures with 10% DETA converge towards the critical diameter of the
mixture with 15% DETA (Fig. 4.14). The limiting case at even larger bead sizes is no longer
meaningful however since the global failure diameter and the bead size become comparable
and the mixture can no longer be considered as a heterogeneous explosive.

The global critical diameter in regime I is thus extremely sensitive to the concentration
of DETA. Slightly increasing the chemical length-scale d* of the liquid explosive component
in the NM-bead mixture is found to increase the local difFr action of the detonation wavelets.
This results in a large increase in the critical diameter. This confirms that the macroscopic
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DETA concentration

(% by mass)

15

Vcj

(km/s)
5.829"

~10~

5.957

T

QM1

0

6.077

Table 4.4: C-J velocities for NM with different DETA concentrations.
detonation properties of the NM-bead mixture are dominated by local microscopic mechanisms which are sensitive to small change in the local length-scales.

Effect of NM sensitivity on regime II
In regime II, reducing the DETA concentration from 15% in the NM-bead mixtures causes a
uniform decrease in the global critical diameter. This is surprising since the liquid explosive
component of the NM-bead mixture becomes less sensitive with DETA concentrations lower
than 15%. However, this result emphasizes the difference in the detonation propagation
mechanism with regime I.
Reducing the concentration of DETA has two main effects on the liquid explosive in
the NM-bead mixture. It decreases the sensitivity of the NM slightly (Table 4.1) but also
increases the energy density of the liquid explosive, since DETA has a dilution effect. In the
critical slab thickness experiment (cf. Section 4.1.1), an increase in the energy density of the
liquid explosive produces a stronger transmitted shock, which may facilitate the reinitiation
process. For example, equilibrium calculations using CHEETAH [32] show that the C-J
detonation velocity Vcj increases as the concentration of DETA is reduced (Table 4.4). Since
the detonation velocity is higher for lower DETA concentrations, the shock transmitted into
the glass material is stronger. Therefore initiation of the NM with 10% DETA mixture in the
acceptor section may be facilitated since the sensitivity is only slightly decreased (Fig. 4.1)
while the initiating shock is stronger. Hence reducing the DETA concentration from 15%
may increase the critical slab thickness s*.
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If s* increases, (f)/s* decreases, indicating a stronger shock coupling between the explosive
pockets in the NM-bead explosive. Hence reducing the concentration of DETA in the mixture
may increase the critical slab thickness, causing stronger shock coupling in the sympathetic
detonation mechanism resulting in a decrease of the global critical diameter. In regime II,
it appears that DETA acts mainly as a inert diluent.

Effect of NM sensitivity on regime III
As the chemical length d* of the liquid explosive in the NM-bead mixture is increased,
(^/d^ decreases, and we expect a change in the critical transition bead size (f>* where local
detonation wavelets fail. By reducing the concentration of DETA to 10% and 5%, d* increases
to about 0.8 ram and 0.9 mm respectively (Table 4.1). Using the criterion for detonation

wavelet failure of (f)/d^ equal to 1.8 for NM with 15% DETA (Eq. 4.12), we can estimate
the increase in the critical bead size (f>* where regime I fails. At 10% DETA, (f)* is expected
to increase to 1.4 mm. For 5% DETA, (j)* should increase to 1.6 mm. Hence we expect the
transition point at (f>* to shift to a larger bead size as the concentration of DETA is reduced.
Conversely, by plotting the critical diameter for mixtures with different DETA concentrations as a function of the ratio (f>/d^ the dependence of d* on (f> collapses approximately
to a single curve. This can be seen in Figure 4.16 where the critical diameter for mixtures
with DETA concentrations from 15% down to 0% (pure NM) approaches a single curve with
a transition between regimes I and II near (f) d* equal to 1.8. We further note that the
slope of the critical diameter curve at 10% DETA differs from that at 15% in regime I. This
indicates that the local wavelet diffraction and reinitiation effects do not scale linearly with
the ratio (f>/d^ alone. We also note a divergence of the curves for different mixtures near the
transition point. Finally, although the curves converge in regime I where (f>/d^ is less than
1.8, this correlation is due to the weak dependence of the critical diameter on the DETA
concentration in this regime. Hence the normalized bead size parameter (/>/d^ reduces the
effect of chemical scale on the transition point in regime III fairly well, however it cannot
be used to represent the regimes I and II. In addition, more precise measurements of the
chemical length-scale d^ are required to scale the transition point more accurately.
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Figure 4.16: The critical diameter of NM-bead mixtures with DETA concentrations between

0% and 15% plotted against the ratio (fc/d^.

If reducing the DETA concentration in NM increases the critical slab thickness 5*, we
also expect a shift in the postulated critical bead size for regime II ((f)^) in the NM-bead
mixture. Since (/)/s* decreases as s* increases, the critical bead size ^ should also shift to a
larger bead size. Hence regime II shifts to a larger range of bead sizes with a reduction of
the DETA concentration in the mixture.
A possible consequence of shifting the critical bead sizes (f>* and (f)^ towards larger bead
sizes is that the type of transition may change, and we may obtain the alternate transition scenarios described in section 4.3.4. By sufficiently increasing (f)*^ the two regimes of
propagation (I and II) may no longer overlap, resulting in the forbidden region behavior
illustrated in Figure 4.13a. It is possible that for the NM-bead mixtures with 10% and 5%
DETA, the critical diameter for mixtures with beads close to 1.2 mm. correspond to the
forbidden region (Fig. 4.14 and 4.15). This cannot be confirmed conclusively because of
insufficient experimental data in the transition regime (regime III) for the NM-bead mixture
with concentrations of DETA lower than 15%.
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Figure 4.17: The unconfined critical diameter of NM with 15% DETA in densely packed
beds of steel beads.

4.3.6 Effect of bead material on critical diameter
Changing the bead material from glass to steel is found to drastically reduce the critical
diameter of NM with 15% DETA in packed beds of beads in the range of beads from 250 ^m
to 1.5 mm as shown in Figure 4.17. Detonation is observed in charge diameters down to
10 mm in diameter for bead sizes of 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm, indicating that the critical diameter
is below 10 mm. Hence in this range of bead sizes, the critical diameter of mixtures with
steel beads can be more than seven times smaller than the critical diameter of NM with
15% DETA in glass beads. For 250 //m beads, the critical diameter is found to be between
14 mm and 22 mm. The critical diameter thus appears to increase as the bead size decreases
from 1.5 mm to 250 /nn.
The effect of using steel beads in the NM-bead is comparable to increasing the confinement strength of the liquid explosive in the mixture, since the beads provide confinement for
the pores in the medium. For NM confined in tubes, the critical diameter of an explosive has
been observed to decrease if the tube wall is changed from glass to metal [8]. For NM with
15% DETA, the critical diameter in a steel tube should therefore be smaller than in a glass
tube since steel has a higher shock impedance. Consequently, the chemical length of the ex-
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plosive d^ decreases. Thus changing the bead material from glass to steel effectively reduces
the local chemical length of the liquid explosive component the mixture of DETA-sensitized
NM in a packed bed of beads.

Effect of bead material on regime I
Since changing the bead material changes the chemical length of the liquid explosive component in a NM-bead mixture, the propagation of the detonation wavelets is also affected. As
d^ decreases with steel beads, (f>/d^ increases and the difFraction of the detonation wavelets
in the pores is less strong. Since the local curvature of the wavelets due to diffraction is less
strong, the global sensitivity of the mixture is increased and the critical diameter decreases,
as observed in Figure 4.17.

Effect of bead material on regime II
The bead material can also influence regime II, since the sympathetic detonation mechanism depends on shock transmission through the bead. Because of the higher impedance
mismatch between the explosive and the steel, the critical slab thickness s* is smaller for
steel than for glass. Since s* is found to be 0.4 mm for steel compared to 1.7 mm with glass
(cf. Section 4.1.1), the ratio <^/s* increases resulting in a larger shock attenuation in the
beads. The shock coupling between the explosive pockets is weaker, therefore we expect an
increase in the global critical diameter in regime II for steel beads as compared to glass.
To demonstrate this possibility, critical diameter measurements at smaller bead sizes would
need to be performed for steel, since it appears that regime II has not yet been observed in
our preliminary tests (Fig. 4.17).

Effect of bead material on regime III
The increase of (/)/d^ for mixtures with steel beads should cause the critical bead size for
detonation wavelet failure (<^>*) to shift towards a smaller bead size. If <^>* is smaller in steel
beads, the transition to regime II occurs at a smaller bead size. Consequently, the critical
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diameter for steel beads shown in Figure 4.17 may correspond to the tail end of regime I
which occurs at sizes larger than 2.4 mm for glass beads. To investigate the shift leftward
in the transition regime, tests would have to be conducted for bead sizes below 250 /^m to
see the entire critical diameter dependence including the three regimes of behavior.
Since (j)/s* increases, we would also expect the critical bead size for regime II ((f)^) to be
shifted towards a smaller value. Hence by using steel beads, both regimes of detonation propagation are shifted towards a smaller bead size. This has not been observed experiment ally
as yet.

Cavitation bubbles
The sound speed of the bead material can also have a special role in the detonation propagation mechanism. If the sound speed in the bead material is higher than the detonation
velocity, acoustic waves can travel ahead of detonation front and perturb the upstream, liquid
explosive. This can occur when the acoustic and detonation time-scales become comparable.

Experiments have demonstrated [75] that when a NM detonation propagates in a steel
tube, a precursor stress wave propagates ahead of the detonation front, causing the formation
of cavitation bubbles which can then lead to sensitization of the liquid explosive causing a
low velocity detonation. These cavitation bubbles essentially provide sites for the formation
of hot spots which can stimulate the reaction behind the front. This hot spot initiation by
cavitation bubbles allows detonations to propagate at velocities of less than half the G-J
velocity in the bubbly liquid explosive.
In the present NM-bead mixture, a comparison of the various relevant time-scales are

given by:
IJ-

1.5 for glass
1.6 for steel
2.4 for alumina

Since the acoustic time Tc is larger than the detonation difFraction time around a bead Tj3,
acoustic waves may have an eifect of the detonation propagation in the present NlVE-bead
mixtures particularly in regime I. However, the high sound speed material is in the bead
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bed itself rather than in the charge wall of a confining tube. Acoustic waves propagation
is therefore complicated by the irregular shapes of the pores and the particulate nature of
the porous bed medium. Therefore it is possible that the cavitation bubble phenomenon
observed in steel tubes does not play the same role as in the present packed bed explosive.
However due to the high sound speed in the beads, it is still possible that there are precursor
wave phenomena resulting in the formation of cavitation bubbles or density gradients ahead
of the detonation front. The effects of precursor sound waves in the NM-bead medium has
not been investigated in detail.
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Chapter 5
Theoretical modeling

To consolidate the ideas presented in the previous chapter, we shall formulate a qualitative
theoretical model to include the dual mechanisms of detonation propagation in the present
heterogeneous mixture. The dependence of the critical diameter on bead size is modeled
in terms of two mechanisms of hot spot generation. Among the many available hot spot
models, one developed by Rybanin [61] contains a dual hot spot mechauism that can be
adapted to the present NM-bead mixture. We shall review and extend Rybanin's model to
describe the present results.

5.1 Rybanin's critical diameter model
In 1969, Rybanin developed a phenomenological model to describe the critical diameter behavior of a heterogeneous explosive [61]. Rybanin's model was not intended for quantitative
predictions, as it is only based on order-of-magnitude approximations and time-scale anal-

ysis. Nevertheless, Rybanin was able to reproduce several key features in dependence of
the critical diameter of a liquid explosive on solid particles [44]. Existing hot spot models
for heterogeneous explosives only treat the mechanisms of hot spot formation due to heterogeneities. Rybanin however also includes hot spots formed at triple-points within the
detonation front due to the inherent instability of the reaction zone, i.e., natural hot spots.
In Rybanin's model, chemical reaction within the detonation front is assumed to be
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the detonation front in Rybanin's model [61].
initiated at hot spots. The reaction then spreads laterally to consume the explosive. This
model of burning in the detonation front structure is illustrated in Figure 5.1. A leading
shock propagating at a velocity D compresses and heats the explosive. Very little chemical
reaction occurs during subsequent induction time T{. After the induction period, ignition
starts and the explosive begins to burn laterally from the hot spots. After a burn time u, the
explosive has been completely consumed and the end of the reaction zone is reached. The
detonation wave is hence composed of three main features: a leading shock, an induction
zone, and a burning zone. The C-J condition is assumed to be satisfied at the plane where
the chemical reaction is completed.
The critical diameter formulation is given by Khariton's criterion (Eq. 2.1). Rybanin
further assumes that the sound speed in the reaction zone is of the same order as the
detonation velocity, i.e., c ~ D. Khariton's expression for critical diameter dc becomes:
d^ = TrD

(5.1)

where Tc is the combustion time for the reaction to go from the shock front to completion,
and D is the detonation velocity. As shown in Figure 5.1, the characteristic reaction time
(Tc) is the sum of the induction time r, and the burn time T&:
7-c = TZ + 7-6
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The induction time T{ is the time for a hot spot to incubate before burning is initiated.
Specifically, burning starts when the rate of chemical heat release in the hot spot is greater
than the rate of heat loss by conduction through the surface of the hot spot to the cooler
surrounding explosive. The thermal explosion model [31] is used to obtain the characteristic
time-scale of the heat release (ra):

. C"PRT2 ^ (EA\

Tn. =

^7 exp [^)' (5-2)

where Cp is the heat capacity of the shock-compressed liquid explosive, p is the density of the
shock-compressed explosive, R is the universal gas constant, T is the hot spot temperature,
Q is the reaction energy, Z is the pre-exponential factor, and EA is the activation energy.
The characteristic time-scale for heat conduction out of the hot spot (rg) is:

-_2^r.2.

T,

=

—^-,

{0.^

where r* is the hot spot size, and k is the thermal conduct! vity of the explosive. Neglecting
hot spot formation time, the ignition limit for the hot spot is assumed to be at:

1

'I

Tn. e

Using this ignition limit criterion, Tg and Ta are combined to give an expression for the
induction time T; of the form:
.2
t

~

/0

-1/2

'°I
J-~~

e\2.

r,

r>

)

•

V'J-'

The hot spot temperature T which is related to the stagnation temperature of the flow
is estimated as:

T=T
'p

(5-5)

where the hot spot temperature coefficient 8 is a constant that depends on the material
properties of the inert particles and the detonation velocity D is approximated as:
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where Do is the detonation velocity in the explosive surrounding the inert particles, and a
is the mass fraction of inert material in the explosive.
Combining Equations 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and substituting Equation 5.5 into the exponential
term, the induction time T» is:
-1/2

Ti

where:

F^f 0 '\L $^^ 20 ^l-i

Dexp[r~a)\l-^exp[T^)} (5'6)

C.pRDT2 ^_EC^ ^_(3W2k_Y
QZE ' " - R6D2Q ' ' - \2EQZe}

By assuming that the explosive burning rate is a linear function of the detonation velocity,
the characteristic burn time T& is:

n

=

^

(5.7)

where f3 is a burn rate coefficient, and L is spacing between the hot spots. The hot spot
spacing L is related to the hot spot density in the explosive by:

L = (no + n)-l/3 (5.8)
where no is the density of natural hot spots and n is the density of artificial hot spots. The
natural hot spot density is an intrinsic property of the homogeneous liquid explosive in the
mixture and is assumed constant. The artificial hot spot density is the number density of
particles in the explosive and is given by:

»= —/ ap\ „„^^ (5.9)

^r34-"(l-£))

where po is the initial density of the homogeneous explosive, r is the radius of a particle, and
ps is the density of the particle material.
Combining Equations 5.7 and 5.8, the burn time can be written in terras of the hot spot
densities as:

Ti = ^(no + »)-1/3 (5.10)
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Figure 5.2: The effect of inert particles on the critical diameter in liquid explosives.
Finally, a critical diameter relation is found by substituting the expressions for T{ (Eq. 5.4)
and Th (Eq. 5.10) into Khariton's criterion (Eq. 5.1) to obtain:
dc = F exp

1 - -I exp

1-Q:

20
1-a

-1/2

+

p

(no + nY/3

(5.11)

Rybanin's critical diameter model reproduces the important features of a liquid explosiveinert particle system. Two limiting cases are considered:
Case 1: When the number of natural hot spots goes to infinity, i.e. no —)• ex), the ignition
occurs uniformly throughout the front and the hot spot size also goes to infinity (r+ —» oo)
since the entire detonation front can be considered as the surface of a hot spot. Smooth-front
detonations have been observed experiment ally by Dremin (as cited in [30]) in very energetic
liquids such as tetranitromethane (TNM). In this limiting case, the critical diameter (5.11)
reduces to:
dc oc exp | —— | .

J-^

The critical diameter steadily increases as the concentration of particles increase as shown
in the case 1 curve in Figure 5.2, since the inert particles have only a dilution effect on the
explosive.

Case 2: When the number of particle-induced hot spots dominate (n ^> no) and the hot
spot size is assumed to be of the order of the particle size (r* ~ r), the critical diameter
expression (Eq. 5.11) becomes:
dc = F exp

^ ^ ( t2e

1-a

1 - ^4 exP

r'± - \1 — Q;
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This relation describes a U-shaped dependence of the critical diameter on the concentration
of particles as shown by the case 2 curve in Figure 5.2 where dc initially decreases with the
addition of particles, then increases above a certain concentration.
Both these types of behavior have been observed experiment ally by Kurbangalina [44]
who obtained case 1 with TNM and case 2 with NM and solid inert particles.
Rybanin's model introduces the important concept of two hot spot generation mechanisms for a heterogeneous explosive. These mechanisms are directly applicable to the present
NM-bead mixtures by further considering the influence of local diffraction on the natural
hot spot density. Retaining the dual hot spot concept, we shall develop a model to describe
our critical diameter results.

5.2 Critical diameter model for the NM-bead system
We develop a critical diameter model based on Rybanin's model to describe the behavior of
the present NM-bead explosive. The main concepts of Rybanin's model that were used were
Khariton's failure criterion (Eq. 5.1) and the dependence of critical diameter on the natural
and artificial hot spot densities.

5.2.1 Artificial hot spot density
The number density of artificial hot spot n is the number density of hot spots generated by
heterogeneities. In the present NM-bead explosive, the hot spots are generated by the beads
in the close-packed bed. Since the void fraction in the bead bed is constant and equal to
40%, the volume fraction the of beads is 60%. Assuming that each bead generates a single
hot spot, the number density of hot spots n is given by the volume fraction of the beads
divided by the volume of a single bead:

n=

6(1 - Xo)

y

(5-12)

where ^o is the void fraction in the bead bed. Figure 5.3 shows the dependence of the
artificial hot spot density on bead size in the NM-bead mixture.
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Figure 5.3: The dependence of the artificial hot spot density on the bead size.

5.2.2 The natural hot spot density
The number density of natural hot spot no in the NM-bead explosive depends on (f> /d^
unlike Rybanin s model where it is constant. Natural hot spots are intrinsic instabilities
in the detonation front of a homogeneous explosive. Consequently they are present in the
detonation wavelets described in the regime I propagation mechanism of the previous chapter.
When (f)/d^ is large, the wavelets propagate freely through pores between the beads and
natural hot spots are present in all the wavelets composing the global detonation front.
Below a critical value of (f) /d^, detonation wavelets fail, and the natural hot spots vanish.
To obtain an expression for no = no((f)/d^), we first consider the cellular structure of the
detonation front. Cells are formed by the trajectories of the surface instabilities known as
triple-points or natural hot spots in the detonation front. These hot spots have a characteristic spacing A that depends on the explosive sensitivity. The front must propagate a
distance of about one cell length \ for a new generation of cells to form. Therefore a cell can
be considered as having a certain volume characterized by A. Figure 5.4 shows a schematic
of a generation of cells with a width A formed by a detonation propagating at velocity D
as well as the corresponding volume that characterizes a cell. Hence a natural hot spot is
contained in a cell volume with a characteristic size A.
Since the cellular patterns of gaseous detonations have varying degrees of regularity [50],
the cell-unit shape is typically more irregular than the special rectangular-mode case shown
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Figure 5.4: Cell generation in a detonation front and the corresponding cell-unit for a
rectangular-mode detonation [67]. A typical smoked-foil "fish-scale" pattern is shown below
for an upward propagating detonation wave with a cell size A. The volume-units described
by the triple-point trajectories are labeled 1, 2, and 3 on the cellular pattern, and the corresponding three-dimensional drawings A are shown above. The percent-volume fraction
of the total cell-unit volume is also shown for each volume-unit.
in Figure 5.4. Consequently, we assume a spherical volume with a diameter A for the cell-unit,
which can be written:

7TA;

Vcell =

6

(5.13)

where Vceii is the cell volume. Since the volume fraction of liquid explosive in the NM-bead
mixture is ^o? the maximum number density of natural hot spots (n^) in the mixture is:
nn =

6xo
7TA3'

(5.14)

The cell size A in NM with 15% DETA is not known. However the cell size is related to

the critical diameter of a tube (dc) by:
d. = C\

(5.15)

where the constant C is of the order one. Experimental results show that NM diluted with
15% acetone by volume has a critical diameter of approximately 10 mm in brass tubes [43 ,
and that the cell size of NM with 16% acetone by volume is approximately 1 mm [30].
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This gives a value of approximately 10 for C7, which is comparable to dc = 13 A for gaseous
explosives [23]. In the present NM-bead explosive C will be assumed to be 10. Equation 5.14
can be rewritten in terms of d*:
„._ 6C3^

n'°

=

-rif-

(5-16)

As (f) /d^ decreases, the local difFraction of the detonation wavelets becomes stronger and
local regions of failure begin to appear (Fig. 4.10). These regions lack cells or natural hot
spots, consequently the number density of natural hot spots no decreases. When (f) / d* reaches
the critical value of 1.8 for NM with 15% DETA in glass beads, local detonation wavelets
fail completely. Thus when (f)/d^ is less than 1.8, no is zero.
To obtain a functional form of the decrease of no from the maximum number density n^ to
zero, we consider the dependence of the local regions of failure on (f) /d^. When a detonation
wave exits a tube that is smaller than the critical diameter, expansion waves from the sharp
edge of the tube form failure waves that propagate towards the axis thus quenching the
detonation [20]. Hence, for sub-critical diameters, the detonation fails in manner similar
to Khariton's model and forms a detonation "cone." For super-critical tube diameters, the
detonation reinitiates from an axial core before the failure waves reaches the axis. These two
cases have been photographed in N]VI [18] and are illustrated in Figure 5.5. A detonation
fails or reinitiates depending on whether the tube diameter is smaller (Fig. 5.5a) or larger
(Fig. 5.5b) than the critical diameter.
We use this failure phenomena qualitatively to formulate an expression for the size of
the local failure region in the NM-bead explosive. For convenience, we assume that a pore
has a cylindrical cross-section with a diameter and length equal to the pore size (dp = 0.3^>).
The pore shape is actually very irregular, but we can assume that the pore volume is of the
order of an idealized cylindrical pore volume. When a detonation wavelet enters a slightly
super-critical pore, expansion waves propagate towards the axis, forming a region of local

failure. Figure 5.6 illustrates the formation of local failure regions in a cylindrical pore. In
this case the pore diameter is super-critical, consequently the detonation reinitiates after
propagating a distance x into the pore. The cellular structure thus occupies the entire pore
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Figure 5.5: a) detonation failure out of a sub-critical tube, and b) detonation reinitiation at
the exit of a super-critical tube.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of failure and reinitiation in a super-critical idealized cylindrical pore.
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Figure 5.7: Detonation cone in a tube at the critical diameter.
volume except for the region of local failure. Hence number of natural hot spots in the pore
is given by the fraction of detonated explosive which is a function of the angle of the cone
and the distance x.
The detonation cone angle depends on the velocity of the expansion waves propagating
towards the axis of propagation. Since the first expansion wave propagates at the local sound
speed, we use Rybanin s approximation that the sound speed is of the same order as the
detonation velocity (c ~ D). In this case, the cone angle is 45 degrees, which is close to the
experimentally observed failure wave angle in NM with 15% acetone [20].
The distance of detonation propagation into the pore (x) is related to the reaction zone
length. For the NM-bead mixture, we estimate it as the length of the detonation cone when
failure occurs in a tube at the critical diameter (Fig. 5.7). Since the cone angle is 45 degrees,

the distance x is simply half the critical diameter (<^/2).
For a conical section (Fig. 5.6) with a base diameter of dp^ a top diameter of dp — d^ and
a height of x = c^/2, the volume is given by:
- d*}2 d^(d^
- d*'
_^^, (d, -d:)2
rf^-d:)

vcon --Q-[^^ — 4- 4-

(5.17)

where V con is the volume of the conical section containing cellular structure and dp is the
pore.

The cylindrical section (Fig. 5.6) with a length dp — x and a diameter dp has a volume:

^ = ^ (^ - ^) (5.18)
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of the dependence of the natural hot spot density (no) on the bead

size ((f))

where Vcyi is the volume of the cylindrical section containing cellular structure.
Thus the volume fraction of the pore that contains cellular structure is:

x=

con 'T vcyl

Vt

where Vt is the total volume of the cylindrical pore given by:

y.="§
'-f

(5.19)

By combining with Equations 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, and substituting for the pore size which is

(dp = 0.3<^), \ is:

, ~3 / ch \ ~2

^)=l+6-2(ij -5-6^J

(5.20)

The natural hot spot density in the NM-bead explosive is thus:

0 for (f>/d^ < 1.8
no{<!') = \ X(<t>/d:)n!, for <i,'/d: ^ 1.8

(5.21)

where )(((/>/ d*^) is given by Equation 5.20. Figure 5.8 shows the dependence of no on the bead
size for NM with 15% DETA and glass beads: where d^ is 0.6 mm, the void fraction in the
bead bed ^o is constant at 40%, the cell number constant C is 10, and at the critical bead

size, ^/J; is 1.8 (Eq. 4.12).
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Figure 5.9: Dependence of the total hot spot density on the bead size

5.2.3 Hot spot spacing
The total number density of hot spots both natural and artificial is given by the sum:

(5.22)

N = no -\- n.

Figure 5.9 shows the dependence of the total hot spot density (N) on bead size for the

mixture of NM with 15% DETA and glass beads.
Since the explosive medium is three-dimensional, the characteristic spacing between the

hot spots (Ls) is:

L.=(^13.{
T^N}

6
7r(n+no)

1/3

(5.23)

5.2.4 Dependence of dc on (j)
Rybanin's formulation of the global critical diameter (Eq. 5.1) depends on two main time
scales, the induction time T{ and the burn time r&. In the NM-bead mixtures of this present
study, the induction time of artificial hot spots is determined by the bead size. Using
Rybanin's assumption that hot spot size is of the same order as the particle size, the hot
spots in the NM-bead mixtures are between 66 /^m and 2.4 mm. Compared to the critical
hot spot size of 10 ^m from Bowden [4] and the experimental critical hot spot of 400 fim.
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from Campbell [5], it is likely that the artificial hot spots of the present NM-bead mixture
are super-critical. If hot spots are super-critical, their temperature is sufficiently high to
lead to thermal runaway. As hot spots become just super-critical, their induction time
decreases exponentially with the hot spot temperature (Eq. 5.6). It is therefore likely that
the induction times of the artificial hot spots in the present NM-bead mixture is negligible.
The induction times of natural hot spots depend on the strength of the triple-points in
the detonation front. Studies of gaseous explosives have shown that the shock interaction at
the triple-points is generally strong. The temperature at the triple-points is high, therefore
the induction of natural hot spots is also negligible.
Assuming that the induction time T{ is negligible, Rybanin's expression for the global
critical diameter (Eq. 5.1) can be simplified to:

^

=

PT6

(5.24)

where dc is the critical diameter.
Combining Rybanin's expression for the burn time u (Eq. 5.7) with the critical diameter
expression (Eq. 5.24) and the hot spot spacing (Eq. 5.23), we obtain:

6 V/3
^ = /5 (^—^ ) (5-25)
.7r(n+no.

where f3 is the burn rate constant. The value of the burn rate constant f3 can be chosen
by matching the theoretical and experimental critical diameters at the critical bead size (f)*.
For N]V[ with 15% DETA in glass beads, the experimental critical diameter dc is 69 mm at
the critical bead size <^* of 1.1 mm, giving a value of 55 for /3. Moreover, the condition for
detonation wavelet failure, and hence natural hot spot failure, is taken as (f)/d^ equal to 1.8
from the critical diameter measurements in NM with 15% DETA in glass beads.

5.3 Discussion
Experimental critical diameter results for NM with 15% DETA in glass beads are shown with
the results of the present qualitative model in Figure 5.10. In both curves, we can observe

experimental
present model

[S

0 0.5 1

1.5

(f) (mm)

2.5

Figure 5.10: Theoretical and experimental critical diameter dependence on bead size for NM

with 15% DETA in glass beads.

the three main regimes: increasing critical diameter with increasing bead size below ^*, an
abrupt drop in the critical diameter at <^*, and a decreasing critical diameter with increasing
bead size above (f)*.

The main discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental curves is in regime I. The
theoretical curve drops far below the experimental one at the critical bead size (f)* and decreases only slightly with increasing bead size. This weak dependence on bead size indicates
that simplified mechanism of local failure regions in the present model does not account for
the effect of beads on the number density of natural hot spots in the detonation. In addition
to local failure, there are microscopic detonation phenomena in the pores such as reinitiation
and cell size increase due to local curvature can influence the mechanisms of natural hot
spot generation. The diffraction of the detonation wavelets is in fact a complicated process
involving wave interactions with the irregular pore geometry. These phenomena can already
be seen in two-dimensional heterogeneous gas-phase explosive (Fig. 4.10). Thus it appears
that additional mechanisms are necessary to describe the number density of natural hot
spots in the complex three-dimensional geometry of the packed-bed medium of the present
explosive.

The present model involves four main empirical constants. The values of the burn rate
constant f3 and the detonation wavelet failure criterion ((f>/d^ =1.8 for NM with 15% DETA
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in glass beads) were obtained from the critical diameter measurements of the NM-bead
explosive. The cell number constant C and the critical diameter of the liquid explosive in
glass tubes d^ were obtained from independent experiments. It appears that the hot spot
induction mechanisms included in Rybanin's model are not needed to describe the main hot
spot mechanisms in the present NM-bead mixture.
Due to the close-packed configuration of the beads, it is necessary to consider local
detonation wavelet phenomena to describe the generation of natural hot spots. Although the
critical condition for detonation wavelet failure ((p/d^ = 1.8) was measured experiment ally for
the NM-bead mixture with 15% DETA, it remains to be investigated whether this criterion
is applicable to other packed-bed explosives.

Finally, the value of the burn rate constant (3 of 55 for the NM with 15% DETA in
glass beads appears low, since it corresponds to a lateral burn rate between 20 m/s and
40 m/s. These burn rates are two orders of magnitude lower than the detonation velocity.
Lateral burn rates estimates from shock-initiation experiments (Fig. 2.5) are about 1.5 times
slower than the particle velocity in the shocked explosive. These values are still two orders
of magnitude higher than the burn rates found in this study. This is a strong indication
that the combustion mechanism in a packed-bed is very different from that in heterogeneous
explosives with a small concentration of particles. In these explosives, the spacing between
the particles is usually much larger than the particle size, and the burning proceeds in
the homogeneous explosive surrounding the particles. Hence the burning process does not
involve strong interactions between the local detonations and the particles as in a packed-bed
explosive. The low burning rates in the NM-bead mixture may indicate deflagrative burning,
which has been suggested by Makris [54] for a heterogeneous gaseous explosive.
The theoretical critical diameter dependence can also be described for NM-bead mixtures
with different concentrations of DETA. By using the values of the burn rate constant (f3 = 55)
and the detonation wavelet failure criterion ((f)/d^ = 1.8) of the mixture with 15% DETA,
we can use the extrapolated values of the chemical length d^ for 0%, 5%, and 10% DETA
mixtures from Table 4.1 to obtain the corresponding critical diameter curves as shown in
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Figure 5.11: Theoretical critical diameter dependence on bead size for NM with 15%, 10%,

5% and 0% DETA in glass beads

Figure 5.11. In these theoretical curves, the critical bead size where transition occurs is
seen to shift towards larger bead sizes as the concentration of DETA decreases. The critical
diameter is also seen to increase at bead sizes between 1 mm and 1.5 mm which is consistent
with the experimental results of this study (Figs. 4.14 and 4.15). Hence the present model
also agrees qualitatively with results on the effect of reducing the DETA concentration on
the critical diameter of the NM-bead mixtures.
The present model qualitatively agrees with experiments and contains relatively few
empirical constants that could not be determined by independent experiments. The main
feature of this simplified model is a phenomenological description of the dependence of the
critical diameter on bead size and the recovery of the three regimes of detonation behavior.

Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1 Hot spots in a bead bed
In the present study, we have investigated the propagation mechanisms of an explosive composed of a liquid explosive in a packed bed of solid inert beads. In this highly heterogeneous
explosive composed of NM and beads, the global detonation is controlled by local mechanisms. However, these mechanisms are found to be different from those in similar explosives
formed by small concentrations of solid inert particles in a liquid explosives. In particular,
hot spot theories that have been developed in the past for commercial and military explosives
with a heterogeneous structure do not apply to the present system.
Although the present NM-bead explosive is also controlled by hot spots, the mechanisms
of formation and the subsequent burning of the liquid explosive are different from the case of
explosives with small particle concentrations. In these latter cases, the particles are widely
spaced and can be considered as singularities in the explosive where localized burning is
initiated. In the porous medium formed by the packed-bead bed, the characteristic size of
the medium is comparable to the chemical length-scale of the liquid explosive. Consequently,
there are strong local interactions between local detonation wavelets in the pores and the
beads themselves. For example, hot spot phenomena can be influenced by complex shock
interactions in the irregular cavities between the beads. Shock diffraction can locally cool
the explosive and even fail the detonation, and shock collisions can form high-temperature
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stagnation points that lead to reinitiation. The beads in the mixture thus act more like
boundaries to the local detonation propagation rather than discrete points where hot spots
are generated.

One of the macroscopic detonation properties that shows the particularity of the packedbead explosive in this work is the velocity-diameter dependence. Due to the large bead size
compared to the chemical length of the liquid explosive component in the explosive, the
hot spot effects have a weak influence on the velocity dependence on charge diameter. As
a result, the detonation velocity depends linearly on the inverse charge and fails abruptly
at the critical diameter. Hence, despite being highly heterogeneous, the present NM-bead
explosive exhibits a strongly state-dependent behavior typical of ideal explosives.
Critical diameter measurements in the present explosive provide the strongest evidence
of the interactions between the local detonation wavelets and the beads. Measurements of
the critical diameter dependence on bead size has revealed two distinct modes of detonation
propagation, as well as an abrupt transition between the two. When the bead size is larger
than a critical value compared to the chemical length (<^ = 1.8^ for NM with 15% DETA
in glass beads), the global detonation front is composed of local detonation wavelets in the
pores between the beads (regime I). Local diffraction of the wavelets increases as the bead
size approaches the chemical length and causes the global critical diameter to increase. When
the bead size is smaller than the critical value compared to the chemical length, detonation
wavelets fail completely and the detonation switches to a sympathetic mechanism of propagation (regime II). In this mode, the global detonation wave propagates by sympathetic
ignition of isolated pockets of explosive in the predominantly inert porous bead bed. The
global reaction rate is controlled by the shock coupling between the explosive pockets and
the number density of pockets in the detonation front. Hence this dual-propagation mode
behavior emphasizes the strong boundary effects caused by the beads.
Additional experiments where the relative chemical and bead-bed length-scales were
changed by using different liquid explosive sensitivities and different bead materials further demonstrate the dual propagation mechanisms described above. Slightly reducing the
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sensitivity of the liquid explosive component in the NM-bead mixture increases the chemical
length relative to the bead size. This causes stronger difFraction of the detonation wavelets
in regime I and increases the global critical diameter for a given bead size. In regime II
however; the liquid explosive sensitivity had only a weak effect, underlining the fundamental
difference in the propagation mechanisms in each regime. Changing the bead material from.
glass to steel increases the local confiuement and hence reduces the chemical length-scale.
This reduces the diffraction effects in regime I and significantly reduces the global critical
diameter. Hence the relative length-scales of the present packed-bed explosive, namely the
chemical length of the liquid explosive component and the bead size, provide a means of
controlling the local mechanisms and consequently the global detonation properties.
In contrast, the detonation properties of explosives with small particle concentrations
do not depend as strongly on the physical properties of the heterogeneities. For example,
Engelke observed that particle geometry only weakly influences hot spot effects, since the
sensitizing effect of particles is similar for irregularly shaped particles [24] and glass spheres
[26]. Moreover Kurbangalina [44] found that different particle materials such as tungsten
and calcium carbonate did change the sensitizing effect of the particles, again, for low concentrations. Only in the packed-bed configuration of the present NM-bead explosives do
the local physical length-scales of the particles have a strong effect on the global detonation
propagation mechanisms.

A simple qualitative model based on natural and artificial hot spots was developed to
further demonstrate the dependence of global detonation properties on microscopic mechanisms in the present NM-bead system. In the model, the dependence of natural hot spot
generation on bead size was found to be a key mechanism in the multiple-regime behavior
of the explosive. The theoretical critical diameter dependence on bead size was found to
agree qualitatively with experiments. Furthermore, the qualitative model contains only two
constants (the burn rate constant /? and the cell number constant C) and two detonation parameters (the transition condition (f)/d^ = 1.8 and the chemical length d^). Moreover, these
few constants can be obtained by independent experiments. Thus the concept of two types
of hot spot mechanisms (natural and artificial) suggests a promising approach to modeling
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heterogeneous explosives where strong interactions occur between the heterogeneities and
the local detonation propagation.

6.2 Comparison with granular explosives
The NM-bead system of the present study bear a physical resemblance to granular explosives.
Their heterogeneous structure is similar to the NM-bead system, in that they have of packed
bed structure. Instead of solid inert particles surrounded by liquid explosive, they consist of
an arrangement of solid explosive particles separated by air gaps. Granular explosives can
be thought of as the opposite configuration of the NM-bead mixture.
In 1967, Price [60] classified different types of pressed granular explosives into two groups
on the basis of their different critical diameter behavior. The first type (group 1) including
TNT and RDX were found to have a critical diameter that decreased as the packing density
was increased. The second type (group 2) including ammonium nitrate with peat meal and
nitroguamdine were found to display the opposite behavior as the critical diameter increased
with increasing packing density. Thus two different critical diameter dependences on packing
density were found for different explosives.
As a granular explosive is packed, the grains are pressed together forming larger grains.
The air pockets between the grains decrease in size but distance between them increases.
Hence increasing the packing density increases the characteristic spacing between the heterogeneities.

For Price's group 1 explosives, the propagation mechanisms can be likened to regime I
in the NM-bead mixture [60]. The explosive composing the grains is sensitive, therefore the
detonation reaction is dominated by natural hot spots. As the packing density increases, the
heterogeneity spacing becomes larger than the chemical length of the explosive of the grain.
Local difFraction effects become less strong and the critical diameter decreases.
For Price's group 2 explosives, the propagation mechanism bears some resemblance to

regime II in the NM-bead mixture. The explosive in the grains is less sensitive than in
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group 1, so the reaction process is dominated by artificial hot spots. Increasing the packing
density increases the spacing between the heterogeneities and decreases the number density
of hot spots within the front. The global reaction rate decreases since there are less hot
spots in the front and the critical diameter increases.
Bobolev (as cited in [9]) observed a critical diameter dependence on charge loading density
that increased and decreased with charge loading density for a single explosive composition
consisting of ammatol (50/50). Although it was not possible to obtain details concerning this
work, it is probable that the ammatol composition used had a porous constitution typical
of granular explosives. If we assume that the chemical and heterogeneity length scales are
comparable in ammatol, Bobolev may have observed a transition between regimes I and II as
was found in this study. This detonation behavior further confirms the possibility of similar
propagation mechanisms in granular explosives and the present NM-bead mixture.

6.3 Closing remarks
The present study with an unusual packed-bed explosive demonstrates the importance of local mechanisms within the detonation front in the global detonation behavior. Although the
composition of the present explosive did not change (e.g., NM/DETA/glass in the proportions 19.4/3.6/77 by mass), the macroscopic detonation properties such as critical diameter
and detonation velocity could be very different. Hence it is important to consider the local hot spot mechanisms to correctly model such a heterogeneous explosive. Moreover, by
varying the relative microscopic length- and time-scales in the explosive, different hot spot
mechanisms can be switched from one to the other, resulting in an abrupt transition between
detonation regimes. Although the transition point is found to occur when the chemical and
physical length-scales are comparable, much additional work is clearly required to further
elucidate the local phenomena of wavelet difFraction, reinitiation, and sympathetic initiation
of explosive pockets.
The packed-bed configuration of the NM-bead explosive is similar to that of granular
explosives, but not to explosives with small concentrations of particles, as in the case of
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particles used for sensitization. Therefore the detonation mechanisms investigated in the
present work may not be generally applicable to heterogeneous explosives. However, the
close-packed porous medium provides a convenient means of controlling detonation behavior
due to the strong coupling between the heterogeneous structure and the explosive processes.
Detonation in a porous medium formed by a packed bead bed depends on many different
local mechanisms, and controlling the time-scales of these mechanisms provides a tool for
producing different types of detonation behavior.
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Appendix A
Determination of pore size

The pore size in a close-packed bed of beads can be estimated by considering two bead configurations: triangular and square. The pore diameter (dp-^) for the triangular arrangement

(Fig. A.la) is:

d,l = (2^3) <^ ~ 0.15^
where (j) is the bead diameter. The pore diameter (dp^) for the triangular arrangement

(Fig. A.lb) is:

d^= (V2-l)(i)WOAl(f)
The average pore size dp is therefore:
dp w 0.27^ w 0.3<^

bead

pore

Figure A.l: Schematic of a pore in a (a) triangular arrangement of beads and (b) a square
arrangement of beads
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Appendix B
Detonation properties of NM
mixtures

Table B.l shows the material and detonation properties of N1V[ and NM with 15% DETA
where po and CQ are the density and sound speed in the unreacted explosive, Dc j and PC j are
the C-J velocity and pressure, and R is the reaction rate. Detonation pressure was calculated

with CHEETAH [32].

Po

"NM"

NM+15%DETA

(g/cc)

TIT
1.1

^7

co

~Dc?r

1.36 t

6,2

TL2-

5.88

9.8

(km/s)
1.36

(km/s)

(GPa)

* Experimental value from this study.

f FromSchaafts [62].

} From Guirguis et al. [34].

Table B.l: Detonation properties of NM.
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^R

(^-1)
5 x 104 ^

Appendix C
Material properties of the beads

Table C.l shows the material properties of the bead materials where ,35 is the density, 05 is
the sound speed, Tf is the melting point , a^ is the thermal difFusivity calculated by:
Ob =

k
PbCp

where k is the conductivity and Cp is the heat capacity.

Material
Glass
Steel
Alumina

pb

(g/cc)
T5T
7.85
~2T

Cb

(km/s)
T6~
5.96

-9T

~w~

(K)

-735-

1515

-20lT

Q'6

(m2/s)
4.0 x 10-7
1.Ox 10-5
LI xW-6 *

f From Makris [53
* At 3000K.

Table C.l: Material properties of the beads.
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